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The purpose of this page is to grab your attention and convince you to 
join the Southeast Experiment Farm Corporation. The Southeast farM 
Corporation consists of people just 11ke you fro• southeast South 
Dakota and the surrounding area. 
Around 1955, a group of progressive ,armers �eg,an :efforts tg ereat9 10 
association that would be concerned with agr11:U1bJr1l resitarcll 1n 
southeast South Dakota. On May 3, 195&, a non-profit organization, 
the Southeast Experiment Farm Corporat'fim, was rormed� Th! purpo1n or 
the corporation was to acquire and �1i5191fnutlt tnfor ,tion concerning 
crop and livestock production. 
The business affairs of the corporation are handled by a very active 
Board of Directors. Me•bers of the board are elected tor a two-year 
term fro• each participating county. An annual meeting is held each 
year to allow members to review the activities ot the corporation and 
hear reports on progress of research projects and aake suggestions on 
research that •ay need to be added to solve upcoaing probleas. 
Because the corporation 1s non-profit, all funds generated by the 
corporation are used to advance research through 1•prove1ent or 
buildings and facilities located at the station. 
We are currently working to add more new •e•bers to the Southeast 
Exper1•ent Far• Corporation. Lifeti•e •e•berships to the corporation 
are $25. You will not be asked for more than that. This is a one­
time $25 aembersh1p. Those •e�berships are also transferable. If you 
know of so1eone who has retired tro• far1ing and is a 1e1ber, that 
membership can be transferred to you or anyone else. 
This ae1bership to the corporation is not a large a•ount, but it helps 
us in •any ways. If you beco•e a 1e�ber, you will autoaatically 
receive our annual report, right off the press, 1n January; as well as 
letters during the year to keep you infor1ed of activities at the tar• 
and what dates and t11es tours will be held. The other 11portant 
thing we get from you beco11ng a member is; the More members we have 
on the roster shows the strong support and proof that there is a great 
deal of interest and need for agricultural research in southeast South 
Dakota. 
We hope that 1f you are not a •e•ber that you will Join us. It you 
decide to join send a check to the Southeast Far• Corporation tor $25 
to the above address. If you have a 1e1bership that needs to be 
transferred, clip this page out on the line and till out the 
infor•ation needed on the back side. We will then process your 
certificate and add you to our permanent mailing list. Thanks. 
Southeast Experiment Far• Corporation 
RR 3 Box 93 
Beresford, South Dakota 57004 
January 19'4 
Subject: Transfer of Membership 
The Board of Directors would like to see existing me�bersh1ps. that 
are not active. transferred to a relative or an interested party 
part1c1pating in agriculture located in the same county, 1r possible. 
The reason for this transfer, is that a county must •a1nta1n a certain 
number of voting shares in order to elect a director. The directors 
look after the business affairs of the research far•, aake known the 
research needs of each county, and participate in •anage•ent decisions 
of the far•. It is important that each county •aintain their 
representation in order to participate in these affairs. 
If this transfer meets with your approval, please enter the na•e of the 
party you wish to transfer the membership to, sign your name in the 
proper blanks below and send this letter, together with the •e1bership 
share, if possible. to the address listed above. 
If there are no interested relatives, you •ay wish to use option# 2, 
and delegate the responsibility to the Board of Directors to locate any 
interested party in the sa•e county. 
Option #1: 
Please Transfer membership to: 
Address: 
Signature 
Address: 
Option #2: 
I wish to transfer this membership to the Board of Directors, 
authorizing them to give this voting membership to an interested party 
within the county. 
Signature 
Address: 
This th1 rty-thi rd annua 1 report of the r�rel'l p-rngram -at t.hn Southe.ss t Scruth 
Dakota Research Far11 has special signitica.nr:e ror thoe engagra 1 n agr'tcul ture 
and the agriculturally related businesnes in the ten cmmty am of Southeast 
South Dakota. The results shown are n1� neceqS:Ari1� COlllpleU or corrc:lustva1. 
Interpretations given are tentative beta.ll51! addiiUoml 11'1tta resulttng rli"Olfl 
continuation of these experiments aay result 1n conclusions different fro• 
those based on any one year. 
Trade na•es are used 1n this publication merely to provide specific 
information. A trade name quoted here does not constitute a guarantee or 
warranty and does not signify that the product is approved to the exclusion 
or other co•parable products. Soae herbicide treat•ents ••Y be exper1•enta1 
and not labeled. Read and follow the entire label before using. 
South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station 
Brookings, SD 57007 
Or. David Bryant, Dean or. R. A. Moore, Director 
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What a challenging year 1993 turned out to be! It has truly been a unique 
blend of rewardS- mtx�d w1th d1fficult1es. The oppcrtunlt1es ta s�rve and learn 
have continued wittuiut ceasing. People 1n the surroun1 in:g cauoit.1es have welcomed 
our faa11y graciously and we are thankful tor th1s enco.uragewent .and support. 
The staff here at the Research Far• has •ore than 75 years of experience aaong 
us and I consider it a privilege to work with each of the• da11y. We welco•e 
Brad Rops who was hired this fall as our Livestock Research Assistant, replacing 
Jeff Lounsbery, now a county agent in Lincoln county. I have gained a tre•endous 
degree of respect and ad•1rat1on for the friendship and advice of •Y 
predecessors, Dale Sorensen and Fred Shubeck as well as the entire Board of 
Directors and area Cooperative Extensic·n gents. It mis also been a pleuure 
meeting and working with the far•ers; nr. Riiy Meore and other edniinUtretors. 
faculty, technicians, graduate studenti,1 mt pt!rsonn11 at South aakota State 
University. We wish Ray success during hir. retireant after many vears af 
faithful service to the University and Jgiicultural E�r•ment Station. 
The 1993 crop year began as a continuation of the extre�e1y wet and cool 
summer and fall of 1992. Most �prin-g nd rinter 111onths ree1'1ved nor1al 
precipitation, but it seeam� awcn wetter going 1nto tn� growing seas-on because 
soil profiles were already ru11 of vatar And temperatures wsrn so. The growing 
season (April ·September) teee:ived 7 tnche:s: 110re Mtin than nar1111, 111ostly fro• May 
through August. fortunately, we were blessed with good fall weather and 
harvested the row crops in a timely aanner. 
Average a Ir t.e-mper.etures were agAin. cool er tnan norul tn1.s y-.,aL Ever-y month, 
except Dece:mbffr. was 3 to 10° belu• aur 3Q+y_ear aveng� Tile col de.st day or 1993 
was · 21 ° on f'ehrruary 2i, whereas the t,_attest. d&.y occurr81:I on June 11 at 92°. 
There were 147 frost.free days from Apr·ll 21 to SeptBIID�r 15 (32° bash) and we 
received 2367 heat units (growing·degree lsys} dur1ng the �raw1nD season •hich 
1s about 600 units below nor•al. 
The overall i•pact of the weather resulted in an excess or 1101sture and cool 
temperatures. It was almost impossible to sow small grains or establish new 
alfalfa stands. So•e crops were planted then later da•aged by repeated flooding 
or early fall frosts. Producers north, west, and south of here were unable to 
plant any crop at all. 
About 75% of our acreage was eventually planted. Many planting and rotation 
strategies were frequently changed and several research projects were postponed 
or abandoned. One off.station water qual1ty �e:aroh sHe was plant.id but Urter 
flooded out. Planting was delayed until ffli� Aprfl Ind yi�lds �re ge-nerally 
favorable. The Rotation Study, a long·ttsr , upllfltl t1 n aoe nd e:ro_pp1 rig �yste• 
experiment started 4 years ago, had to b� p:i,:stpcned th� ent1re year b�causesolT 
water kept seeping fro111 11any plots prevemting treatments fra1 b�1nt, cstabl 1 sJ,et.1 
throughout the growing season. 
Most SDSU crop breeders had reasonably good results here. Herbicide research and 
demonstrations continued but were not nearly as nuaerous as in previous years, 
thanks to the weather. Our field of foundation •oahe' intermediate wheatgrass 
drowned out and plans were made to relocate to a different location 1n another 
region of the state. 
! 
Several nutrition tr1als continued for cattle but were 11•1ted for hogs. The 
scrapper in the hog confinement un1t 1s being changed to a ha1rp1n gutter syste•. 
The ventilation and heating syste•s 1n the unit are also being upgraded. Many of 
the larger corn fields were harvested early as high 110isture shelled corn and 
stored 1n large plastic bags to be fed to research cattle this winter. 
As 1993 draws to a close we can eagerly look forward to a fresh start for 
the new year. Please teel tree to stop hy a:rui get acquainted the next t1ae you 
are in the area. If we can be of assist..ancc In any way, don•t hesitate to let 
us know. 
We can be reached by mail or telephone at: 
Southeast so Research Far• 
RR 3 Box 93 
Beresford, SD 57004·9115 
Phone: 605·563-2989 
FAX: 605·563·2941 
il 
Table 1. Te•aeratures at the Southeast Research Far• · 1993 
1993 Departure fro• 
Ave. Te•ps.(r)• 30-year Average 30 year average 
Maximum Minimum Maxi1um Minimum Maxi MUI Min1•u• ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
January 22.1 1.8 26.6 4.0 • 4.5 - 2.2 
February 22.6 5.4 32.9 10.7 -10.3 • 5.3 
March 36.9 19.3 45.8 23.4 - 8.9 • 4.1 
April 54.1 34.0 62.l 36.2 · 8.0 - 2.2 
May 67.4 46.4 74.6 48.5 • 7.2 - 2.1 
June 75.5 55.5 84.3 58.5 • 8.8 - 3.0 
July 79.0 62.1 88.8 63.3 · 9.8 - 1.2 
August 80.7 59.8 86.6 59.9 a 5.9 · 0.1 
Septe•ber 67.1 43.6 77.2 49.3 ·10.1 - 5.7 
October 60.4 34.5 64.8 36.9 • 4.4 - 2.4 
Nove•ber 39.4 17.7 45.3 23.6 · 5.9 - 5.9 
December 30.1 14.0 30.l 10.3 0.0 + 3.7 
•computed from da11i observations 
Table 2. Prec121tat1on at the Southeast Research Farm · 1993 
Prec1p1tat1on 30·year Average Departure from 
Month 1993!1nches.l ___ ltQ;!t..!'.�l .. -���.YJt�_.fJ.!!£�� ---
January 0.51 0.46 +0.05 
February 0.88 0.70 +0.18 
March 1.16 1.53 ·0.37 
April 2.51 2.40 +0.11 
May 5.38 3.41 +1.97 
June 5.67 4.24 +l.43 
July 7.12 3.67 +3.45 
August 4.40 3.01 +1.39 
Septe•ber 1.76 2.71 -0.95 
October 1.12 1.83 -0.71 
November 1.44 1.07 +0.37 
December 0.27 0.6.5 -0.38 
Totals 32.22 25.68 +6.54 
111 
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REPORT 
DATE Of PLANTING CORN 
R. k. Berg 
southeast F•r• 93-1 
Su••ary: Two hybrids were each planted on five dates for the eighth year 1n 
1993 to continue •onitoring long-ter• effects or planting date on production 
of early end late •aturing corn hybrids. Planting dates this year began April 
23 and ended June 5. The 103-day corn yielded at least as good and often 
better than the 116-day hybrid, largely because the cl1•ate this season was 
•uch cooler and wetter than usual. The early hybrid yielded best when planted 
in early May, did well when planted 1n April and through May then was reduced 
dramatically 1t delayed until early June. The 116-day hybrid yielded just as 
well at the April planting then declined progressively with each subsequent 
planting date. It also had higher grain •o1sture content than the early 
hybrid. 
Methods: The goal of this research is to begin planting 1n Mid Apr11 about 
one week before most producers typically begin and continue at approximately 
10-day intervals through late May. Planting was delayed a week until late 
April this year because ot the very wet soil conditions that predoatnated the 
region this spring. Dates actually planted this year were April 23, May 4, 
May 13, May 20, and June 5. This regi•e is about a week out ot sync with 
previous years. The same hybrids (Pioneer 3615 and Hoege•eyer 2680) that were 
used the past few years were again evaluated. Grain •o1sture and test weight 
were 1easured directly in the field during harvest. Econo•ic return is based 
on corn •arketed at $2. 50/bu less dockage for grain 1oisture content greater 
than 15% at $0. 05/point. Table 1 outlines additional 1anage•ent factors for 
the study in 1993. 
Table 1. Crop Manageaent Practices for Planting Date study, 
SE Research Farm, Bacruotd, m. 1993. 
1992 Crop Soybean 
Tillage Ridge-Till 
Planting Rate 25,800 seeds/ac 
Herbicide Lasso MT+ Atraz1ne EPP 
Nitrogen 110 lb N/ac Sidedress (28·0·0) 
Phosphorus 20 lb P205/ac Pop·up (10·34·0) 
Harvest Date October 20 
Results and Discussion: The weather made it a challenge to even plant so•e 
ot the plots, let alone unifor1ly adhere to intended planting intervals. 
Overa11 though, the planting went re•arkably well. Planting corn tn June is 
not reco•111ended, but we want to test five planting dates and used this 
opportunity to evaluate unique cli•atic conditions. Table 2 sum•ar1zes how 
the corn in this trial performed for 1993. 
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Table 2. Effect of Planting Date on Corn Perfor•ance. SE Research Fara. 
Beresford so. 1993 
Hybrid Planting Yield Moisture Test Econoaic 
'RM) Qat,J I !St; Content Weiaht Return 
(days) bu/ac % lb/bu $lac 
P-3615 April 23 149 20.4 54.1 351 
(103) May 04 157 22.6 54.0 360 
May 13 140 23.5 52.6 319 
May 20 145 24.3 52.7 326 
June 05 123 30.6 50.9 251 
H·2680 April 23 148 28.7 53.5 313 
(116) Hay 04 139 30.3 52.5 285 
Hay 13 134 32.6 53.0 264 
May 20 123 34.0 52.6 236 
June 05 103 41.2 51.4 167 
Avg. 136 28. 8 52.8 287 
CV% 5.02 4.58 1.07 5.88 
LSD 0.10 8 1. 6 0.7 20 
Grain yield standardized to 15% mo1sture content and 56 lb/bu test weight. 
In general. averaged across all hybrids and planting dates corn yielded 136 
bu/ac. The grain was relat1 vely wet with 111oisture content of 29%. Test 
weights were 1 ight at 53 lb/bu. The crop was worth about $287 /ac after 
•oisture dockage if sold directly to an elevator. 
The early hybrid produced more grain and was 8 to 10% drier than the late 
hybrid planted at a given planting date. Planting date strongly influenced 
all responses measured in this tr1al. Both hybrids planted on April 23 
produced similar yields. then afterwards the early hybrid usually produced 
more grain. Moisture content of the grain at harvest increased 11% and test 
weight lost 3 lb/bu between the first and last planting dates when averaged 
across hybrids. Econo•ic return was consistently about $50 to $75/ac greater 
for the early hybrid for a given planting date because 1t produced •ore grain 
and dried down better in the filed than the late season hybrid. These 
responses agree with previous results confirming that the best t1•es to plant 
corn are 11d April through early May and then performance drops off, 
especially when planted in June. 
In su•mary, the early hybrid out performed the 116-day corn when planted after 
April during a year that was very cool and had an extre•ely wet spring and 
sum•er. Even though this differs fro• results observed in 11ore typical 
growing seasons. it 1s logical given the type of season we experienced. In 
spite of this, the long-term trend still indicates that slightly longer-season 
corn planted before the 111iddle of May normally has a good probability of 
y1eld1ng better than early hybrids planted at the same time. as shown in Table 
3. Their yield tends to be similar if planted the •iddle of May. After that 
yi e 1 d reductions continue but the advantage sh1 fts aore in favor of the 
shorter·season hybrid which expresses better yield potential with less growing 
season. The benefits associated with utilizing •ore of the growing season by 
beginning to plant corn during middle to late April with quality seed of •ore 
than one aaturity to increase the time when pollination is occurring should 
not be overlooked. 
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Table 3. Eight-Year Average (1986·1993) Yields for Date of Planting 
Corn SluliV. SE blea.rct, r ,.. I Btr::esfqrd. SD. 199a 
103 Day 
116 Dav 
····-·······- Avg. Planting Date --------·····--
Apt 11' Apr 27 !MY 7 May -17 Mai ,:, 
120 120 
130 129 
3 
120 
127 
116 
116 
1°' 
tl 
S.E.fARM 
REPORT 
DATE Of Pl.ANTING SOYBEAN 
R. K. Berg 
southeast Far• 93·2 
Sum111ary: This study, in its eighth year, continued monitoring the pertor•ance 
of early and late Group II soybean varieties as influenced by a range ot t1ve 
planting dates fro• early May through •id June. Both varieties yielded well 
when planted in May or early June, but had reduced yields rro• the •1d June 
planting. 
Methods: 'Conrad' (early to mid·Group II) and 'Elgin 87' (mid to late-Group 
II) varieties were evaluated again in 1993. Planting dates this year were May 
4, Hay 13, May 26, June 5, and June 15. our goal in this research is to 
intentionally begin planting soybean earlier than noraal for the first date 
then continue with optimum and later than usual seedings at lO·day intervals. 
Table l reports additional •anage•ent practices for this study in 1993. 
Table 1. Management Practices for Date of Planting Soybean. SE Research Farm 
Beresford SO. 1993. 
Tillage 
1992 Crop 
Herbicide 
Seeding Rate 
Harvest pate 
Ridge· Ti 11 
Corn 
Pursuit Plus+ Roundup+ 28·0·0 EPP 
S3 lb/ac 
October 62 last two dates October 18 
The first three planting dates were harvested on October 6 and the remaining 
two dates on October 18. Grain 1oisture and test weight were deter•1ned from 
each plot directly in the field at harvest. All yields were standardized to 
13% •oisture content to •ore accurately •easure the effect of planting date. 
Results and Discussion: The 10 day planting intervals were maintained quite 
well fro• May 4 through June 15. The growing season was extre•ely wet and 
relatively cool throughout the spring and •uch or the su••er. Late su••er and 
fall conditions were cool and fairly dry until it froze in •id Septe1ber with 
so�e beans needing more ti•e to properly mature. Table 2 suamarizes soybean 
responses for 1993. 
Grain yield was not dramatically influenced by the planting dates or varieties 
tested th1s year. The reduced yield of 'Conrad' planted on May, may indicate 
bean beetle presence early in the season before there was very •uch other 
vegetation to feed on. They were seen 1n large nu•bers very early this spring 
in protected areas among shelterbelt trees, tall grass, and shrubs. Yields 
of both varieties tended to decrease when planted in June. 
Table 2. Effect or Planting Date on Soybean Perror•ance. 
SE Research Far•, Beresford, SD. 1993. 
Planting Yield Moisture Test 
Variety Date I 13� Content Weight 
bu/ac % lb/bu 
Conrad May 4 36 9.S 56.5 
May 13 42 9.1 56.5 
May 26 45 11.0 56. 4 
June 5 41 11.6 54.4 
June 15 39 12.3 54.9 
Elgin 87 Hay 4 41 9.2 56.8 
May 13 40 9.2 56.8 
May 26 41 9. 7 56.9 
Junes 35 11.6 54.8 
June 15 38 11.6 SS.6 
Avg. 40 10.5 55.9 
CV% 12.92 2.95 0.89 
LSD 0.10 6 0.4 0. 6 
Grain yield standardized to 13% •oisture content and 
60 lb/bu test weight 
The aoisture content of the grain was well below 13% 1n this study. Moisture 
content at harvest increased fro•� tor soybean planted in early to •id May 
up to 12% when planted 1n aid June. 'Conrad' also tended to be 1/� wetter 
than 'E1g1n 87'. 'Elgin 67' grain also tended to dry down quicker than 
'Conrad' at harvest, es:pec'lally during the earlier planting dates. Test 
weight became a little 11ghier (-1·1.5 lb/bu) as planting date was delayed 
froM early May to •1d Juru!. 
Table 3
� 
sha� tf!rrt thi,: e:.rly Group II soybean tested ( 'Corsoy 79' and 
"Ccmra11•) generally -seam ta yte1cr a c:ouple of bushels •ore per acre than the 
1iiloe 1Grwp n var-1.et1 es ( 
1 tentuey' and 'Elgin 87') tested especially when 
planted 1-11'1 ·early to •11d May and nearly 3 to 5 bu/ac •ore when planted in late 
Ha)' or June. These! re-so1u. can otJv·lous1y vary greatly fro• year to year 
depending on Moisture, te•perature, and other conditions at planting as well 
as throughout the growing season. 
Table 3. c1ght Year Ave�ags Y11lds (198li-199l) for Date of Planting Buybeun 
Stuay. SE k5earch F'ara. Bares-rard, SD. 1993-
----·,---··- Avg_ P1ant1ng Dita -� ..... ·-�- ...... �,. 
yarjat� Mays M!t 15 Nay 25 June, 4 JlmJ 14 
Early Group II 
Mid Group II 
--------······ bu/ac • 13 % ··············· 
39 
38 
38 
36 
40 
35 
s 
38 
35 
34 
31 
CORN ROW SPACING & POPULATION STll>Y 
R. K. Berg 
S.E.FARM 
REPORT 
Southeast Far• 93-3 
Introduction: Various producers have recently expressed interest in knowing 
whether narrow row spacings or higher plant populations will enhance crop 
performance. Infor�ation like this can benefit those who use no·ti11 drills 
to plant corn in 22·inch rows or want to quickly establish a full crop canopy. 
This trial continues research designed to examine the effects that row spacing 
and seeding rates have on corn production. 
Methods: Corn was planted 1n 20· ,  30·, and 36·1nch rows at three different 
populations of 20,000, 25,000, and 30,000 seeds/ac within each row spacing. 
A plate planter was used so that individual units could be moved easily to 
change the distances between rows. The resulting nine treatments were the 
sa•e as those planted in 1992. Final stand counts, grain yield, moisture 
content, and test weight were deter•1ned directly in the field. An esti1ate 
of econo�ic returns for 1993 was calculated based on corn valued at $2.50/bu 
with dockages figured at SO.OS/point for •oistures greater than 15% using the 
wet weight of the grain before standardizing yields. Other •anage•ent 
practices for 1993 are outlined in Table 1. 
Table 1. Manage•ent Practices for Corn Row-Spacing and 
f91.1ulat1g.n Swdyi � rarm; �restorg. so; 1m 
Previous Crop Fallow 
Tillage Spring Field Cultivator 
Herbicide Dual+ Atraz1ne, PPI 
Planting Date April 28 
Hybrid Pioneer 3362 
Fertilizer 118 lb N + 20 lb P205/ac as 28· 0·0 
& 10·34·0 incorporated at planting 
Harvest pate October 20 
81:SY.)1$ 1nq QJsgµ.ssfgn: This is the second year that we planted corn in 20· 
1�ch rows. Weed carrt.rol relied completely on herbicides because cultivating 
far each raw sp1c:lng -was not practical. Other differences in this study 
compared to present methods used by producers are that an older style plate 
planter and 11n1mum tillage were used, compared to aost producers using no· 
till methods in the very narrow (20·1nch) rows. Table 2 reports the responses 
measured for 1993. 
Final stand counts averaged approximately 89% or the initial seeding rates 
across the ent1 re tr1 al. Grain yields were 1n the 120 bu/ac range with 
�oisture contents 1n the �id 20s, light test weights (53 lb/bu), and overall 
returns of $271/ac. 
Table 2. Row Spacing and Seeding Rate Effects on Corn Production. 
!E Besrtarefi fS,!!: __Jferuf;rgil �-i .19911 
Ro• 5-eedfng 1-t.and Yield Grafn Tasl Ecoru1a1i:, 
SO&Ci[!I Ba]:,e- Cotm:t I tsS Muisturi !etgh1: fte_tw:a 
inch seeds lac plants/ac bu/ac % lb/bu $/ac 
20 20,000 18,875 114 26.1 52.5 248 
25 ,000 21,250 116 25.4 53.4 256 
30,000 26,750 129 24.8 53.4 289 
30 20,000 20,125 120 26.9 52.5 259 
25,000 21,125 123 24.5 53.4 277 
30 ,000 27,250 139 27.8 53.3 310 
36 20,000 18,250 116 27.0 52.8 250 
25,000 20,250 110 25.2 52.7 245 
30,000 25,500 139 26.2 52.6 304 
Avg. 22 ,153 123 25.6 52.9 271 
CV % 6.68 11.59 3.30 0.87 11.52 
LSD 0.10 1.792 17 1.0 0.6 38 
Grain yield standardized to 15% 1oisture content and 56 lb/bu test weight. 
Seeding rate had the greatest impact on corn production in this study. The 
largest 11provement in yield occurred by increasing the seeding rate from 
25 ,000 to 30 , 000 seeds/ac. Yield differences between the lower seeding rates 
as well as a1ong row spacings were negligible. Across all row spac1ngs, 
planting at the higher seeding rate raised yields an average of approx1•ately 
20 bushels for an increased return or about $40/ac. 
Yield responses of nearly 20 bu/ac to these seeding rates were generally 
similar to that observed in 1992 , except last year's yields were larger, the 
increase was observed between the 20,000 and 25,000 seeds/ac seeding rates, 
and the distance between rows was •ore i•portant. Both years had abundant 
soil aoisture, however. 1992 was quite dry early 1n the growing season, 
whereas Moisture shortages did not 111it corn production at any ti•e during 
the extremely wet growing season of 1993. The success of the higher stand 
densities reflect the seeding rates typically recommended tor 1 rr1gated 
conditions. 
Even tno!Jin these data are still so1ewhat pre111inary, it see1s that planting 
25,COCI and 30�000 seeds/ac can 1 •prove dryland corn yields at least 1n years 
with adl!quat.e or above nor11al precipitation. The i•portance of both factors 
and their interactions still need to be evaluated in years when precipitation 
are more typical than that received 1n the past two years. 
S.E.FARM 
REPORT 
CULTIVATION EFFECTS ON NO-TILL CORN 
ANO SOYBEAN 
R. K. Berg 
Southeast Far• 93-4 
Su••ary: This is the second year of a study designed to examine the effects 
cultivation has on crop perfor•ance in a no·t111 corn and soybean rotation 
where both crops are aonitored each year. Extre•ely wet conditions in this 
field delayed planting, especially for corn. All cultivation treat•ents were 
applied to soybean but we were only able to cultivate the corn once before it 
beca•e too tall. Like last year, cultivating had little or no influence on 
soybean production, however, the single cultivation on corn this year resulted 
in an 8% reduction 1n grain yield, possibly caused by co•paction. 
Methods: This trial was designed using replicated strip plots in 1992 to 
compare no-till corn and soybean with zero, one, two, and three cultivations 
during the growing season. Planting was delayed about one 1onth later than 
noraal by heavy rains this spring. Crops were rotated but otherwise 
cultivation sche•es were •aintained in exactly the sa•e field and 
configuration as last year. Herbicides were used on all plots but the •ain 
intent is to exa•1ne effects of cultivation rather than strictly weed control. 
Early pre-plant herbicides were not feasible on this field so burndown 
applications were used at or near planting ti�e. 
With the soil  being wet so long, cultivating was a challenge. Soybean 
cultivations were done on July 12, July 27, and August 4 .  Rainy weather 
prevented any chance for second or third cultivations before the corn became 
too tall, so plots designated to receive two and three cultivations received 
only one on July 12. Table 1 reports other management practices relevant to 
this study. 
Table 1. Manage•ent Practices: No-Till Cultivation SE Research Far•, 
Beresford. SD. 1993. 
Tillage 
Past Crop 
Herbicide 
Planting Date 
Hybrid/Variety 
Seeding Rate 
fertilizer 
Harvest Date 
Corn Soybean 
No-Till Planted 
Soybean 
Roundup+ Buctr1 1  (PRE) 
Accent (Post) 
June 11 
DeKalb 462 
25,800 seeds/ac 
110 lb N/ac 28·0-0 s1dedressed 
October 29 
a 
No-Ti 11 Planted 
Corn 
Roundup (PRE) 
Pursuit (Post) 
June 1.5 
Sturdy 
52 lb/ac 
None 
October 6 
Results and D1scuss1on: Many people have discussed the long-ter• benefits ot 
no·t111,  norMally without any form of t1llage or cult1vat1on. For many types 
of South Dakota soils, one might predict better yields because or •oisture 
saved by not d1sturb1 ng the .s.01 1 -at any t111e during t..he groll1ng season for no· 
ti 1 1  syste•s without cul t1Yat1on. especially during �l!IJl!ly dry years. With 
adequate and t1•ely pr,e-C'1p1f�tion,  cultivation ••Y nat �_ava IIUCh i•pact on a 
soil • s •oistu re status 1 n ter•s of crop y1 e 1 d .  In wetter c:tnai tl1 tu1:s. however, 
cultivating aay even do more harm than good froM increase� �umpact1on and 
plants buried by soil within the row. Table 2 reports no,t1 11 CrQP yields 
observed 1n 1993. 
Corn, averaged across all treat•ents, y1 eld,e1l about. 91 buJac., had Y.ery � Mgh •oisture content (33.51) and extre11e·1y 1ow wt ,re-1g!'lt: (i48 lb/�) . Q1ra11 111 
yield was significantly reduced tro• tl'te Slng1t cult1vat1on a" Jul� � by 8 
bu/ac. This loss 1n yield alone was wc.rth nearly .SlO/af! after doc:lcacga. Dther 
factors such as compaction or root dam&ge by he4Jvy 'rar• aqulpll[ent or �D9-91b1» 
root diseases may also have impacted yileld. 
Soybean generally yielded well at 44 bu/ac. with grain Moisture around 11% or 
less. and test weights of 55.5 lb/bu. Cultivations had no s1gnificant errect 
on soybean grain yield again this year. 
Weather 1n 1993 v� somewhat similar to last year, 1n that 1t was both wetter 
and cooler than .DnrlliJJ.l diirlng the growing season. Last year was a lot drier 
in  the spring and early SIJIIJDe_r with excess so11 1101sture in late su••er and 
fall. This year, flooding occurred throughout •uch of the spring and early 
suR11er, but late su•mer and fall were drier than 1992. Soybean yielded alMOst 
the sa•e as last year (44 bu/ac), but corn yields were nearly 50% less in 1993 
(91 vs. 178 bu/ac). 
This study needs to be continued for several •ore years on the same field to 
aonitor changes 1n soil conditions with various levels or cultivation 
perforaed in an otherwise no·t1ll cropping syste1. 
Table 2. Effect of Cultivation on No·T111 Crop Yield. 
SE BJ!!!!!�� farm. BerE§l"nrd. SD. 1993 
Number of Corn Number of 
Cµ1ttyattpns Y1e1d C:Ultivati�ns 
1992 1993 bu/ac 1992 1993 
0 0 96 0 0 
1 1 88 l 1 
2 1 93 2 2 
3 1 88 3 3 
Avg. 91 
Soybean 
v,1__pJ,d 
bu/ac 
43 
45 
44 
44 
44 
CV % 4.72 6.08 
LSD 0.10 6 3 ns 
Grain yield standardized to 15, Moisture and 56 lb/bu 
test weight for corn; 13% and 60 lb/bu for soybean. 
ns . not significant 
' 
S.E .f'ARM 
REPORT 
LATE-SEASON ALTERNATE CROP DEMONSTRATION 1 
R. K. Berg 
southeast Far• 93-5 
Introduction: Sowing seed not conventionally grown in a region's cropping 
syste•s has potential benefits as well as risks. Alternative crops can help 
Maintain or diversify rotation strategies. produce livestock feed, or be used 
as either seed or green manure crops. The econo•ic potential 1s soaet1•es 
less with alternative crops than conventional ones raised in ideal conditions. 
Seed can also be expensive or may not be readily available. They ••Y also 
require special equipment or marketing strategies and are not always 
compatible with government program options. 
As deadl 1 nes approached for p 1 anting c nrn Ind soybean th1 s sp,r 1 ng. ql]Mt 1 liJTIS 
concerning cropping alternatives 1ncre..asca dr1 ti-ea11y. Tn�s l'Jemonstrat1Dn 
was established to exa•ine the feasibi11ty ar var1ou� sl te1mtt1 va �raps for 
flexible cropping strategies in thi: region� !nforntf r,m Hke th1s ta 
particularly useful when weather prevents- pl:!ft1'.lng of call'lwimt1�11 ctr-ops 
during opti•u• dates or if replanting 1s rre-e�!d early ln tne orow1o; season 
because ot trost, hail. or other types ot crop injury. 
Methods: The 15 varieties evaluated 1n this de•onstration were selected 
because they are co1H1only thought to be adapted to short growing seasons. The 
soybean ,were Group O varieties. Sed cr1 ;itl we r-elathely local for soybean, 
(SO and J ,  buckwheat (SD), and a111�t {SD &ml NE). Cowpea (OK and KS), 
sorghu and sorghu111-sudangrass ttyt,r1d (lX), sudan;rass (CA) . and rapeseed (IO) 
came l'r,11m. IICl,re distant areas. £a:cl"I var lety we-s ari 11 ru:5 into a conventionally 
Table 1. Crop Management Practices for Late-season Alternate Crop 
'D_enosJtat1qn. sg Bemrcn f'arm. ee_r§lQtd. SD . 199.3� 
1992 Crop Soybean 
Tillage summer field cultivator 
Herbicide Roundup EPP 
Planting Date July 12 
Seeding Rates (lb/ac) Soybean 95, cowpea 105. buckwheat 60, 
rapeseed 12, •illet 20. sorghum 8, 
sudangrass and hybrid 25 
Fertilizer 40 lb N/ac topdressed (46·0·0) 
Harvest Date October 15 
prepared seedbed at approxi•ately 0.25· to l. 5-1nch depths for saall· and 
large-seeded crops. respectively. Single observ - 1an1 $trips •ere us1d rather 
than replicated s11all research plots Etnd they w:ere hand tmrvestet:t. Plar,,Ung 
was intended for June rather than July. tiut vl!t 1JUther prevented sa111ng 
ear 11  er. A 11 seed had 85 to 93% ger1inatf an !XCif?t I Red Ripper I oowfU!ai (5m) . 
Additional 1anagement 1nforaat1on ts  outlined in Table 1. 
1 
Special ecknottltstli:if1511t to Ed Twidwell, Arvtd Boe, end Fred Chol ik from the Plant Science Department 
et South Delc.ota State University, arooldngs, so for supplying the cowpea varfetiee used In this study. 
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Resu 1 ts and D1scuss1 on: E•ergence and g-rnwth era g_an.er1l1 J .sa�1 sfleto fl t'lilr 
•ost ot the varieties tested. Plant netghl •Ill· relativel� s.ttorit rar 5-0Jlle 
varieties due to the late planting da1!.e� -He1 ghts reng;ed rr-am approx1'118�iflily 
l to 2 ft for rapeseed to 7 or 8 tt tor .!uctaqgrass and the ..sorgh1.111�:suda:ns;iri1ss, 
hybrid. There were no major weed probleas-. 11 t�aug� .s11all S:C!ltta�ed patches 
of aainly pigweed and annual grasses were accas1cma 1 1 y  nbservad. fable 2 
sum•arizes the perforaance of late-planted alternative crops 1n 1993. 
Table 2. Late-season Alternate Crop Perfor•ance. SE Research Far•. 
Beres,ord, SD. 1993 
-- Dry Matter Yield -- Growth Moisture 'rml Vjt"fH:t! raraga � latai Rat!. Contmlt - - - - - - · ·  lb/ec - - . . . ..  - lb/ac/day I 
Soybean 'Dawson' 1899 1293 3192 38 66 
'Evans• 1246 739 1985 23 64 
'Glenwood' 1164 625 1789 21 66 
Cowpea 'Victor' 298 0 298 4 68 
'Red Ripper• 215 0 215 3 66 
'Bredha1' 621 0 621 7 67 
• catjang' 1606 0 1606 19 69 
' Chinese Red' 886 0 886 10 70 
Buckwheat ' Common' 1120 739 1859 22 69 
Rapeseed 'Dwarf Essex' 1211 0 1211 14 81 
Millet 'Ger•an' 3333 1226 4559 54 59 
'Siberian' 2119 1774 3893 46 41 
Sorghu• •220-r• 5713 tr 5713 67 74 
Sorg/Sudan 'S1ouxpreme' 6049 tr 6049 71 78 
Sudangrass 'Piper' 5258 tr 5258 62 75 
Avg. 2183 426 2609 31 68 
Std. Dev. 1967 602 2015 24 9 
tr = trace 
Many crops did not completely mature by harvest in early October. 'Siberian' 
millet was the most mature with some seed starting to shatter and a total 
moisture content of 40%. 'German' •111et, buckwheat, legu•es (soybean and 
cowpea). sorghu• and sudan varieties were interaed1ate with 60 to 75% ao1sture 
contents. Rapeseed was the least •ature. It was still quite green and 
succulent after freezing and contained more than 8� moisture. 
The dry matter was predominantly forage rather than seed at harvest. Crops 
like sorghum and the sudangrass varieties produced the •ost dry •atter (2.5 
to 3 ton/ac). Millet yielded about 2 ton/ac and soybean and buckwheat fro• 
1 to 1.5 ton/ac. Cowpea and rapeseed had the lowest yields, ranging tro• 
approx1•ately 0.1 to as much as 0.75 ton/ac. 'Catjang' produced More than two 
to five times •ore dry matter than the other cowpea varieties. 
Seed production varied greatly a•ong crops. Rapeseed failed to bloom or set 
seed. Cowpea flowered but for•ed few, 1f any, pods. Seedheads of sorghu•, 
sudangrass, and the sorghu1-sudengrass hybrid were either still in or Just 
e•erging fro• the boot at frost and produced little or no 111ature seed. 
Soybean pods were still green when it froze and did not quite fully mature. 
They yielded the equivalent of 10 to 22 bu/ac with 'Dawson' 1aking el•ost 
11 
twice as •uch seed as the other two varieties. Buckwheat and millet produced 
aature seed at approximately 700 and 1500 lb/ac, respectively and were the 
only crops planted this late where a �ature seed crop seemed feasible. The 
other crops would have been limited for use as either livestock feed or for 
green •anure under the conditions of this de•onstrat1on. 
Sorghu• and sudan varieties had the fastest growth rates averaging about 65 
to 70 lb/ac of dry aatter daily across the 85-day i nterval between planting 
and harvest. Millet aade 50 lb/ac, soybean accuaulated 20 to 40 lb/ac, and 
buckwheat and rapeseed from 15 to 20 lb/ac daily. Four of the five cowpea 
entries produced daily rates of less than 10 lb/ac, except tor • catjang' which 
grew at least twice as fast as the other cowpea varieties. 
Seed costs per pound were lowest for soybean ($0. 15 to 0. 17/lb); followed by 
•111et ($0. 20/lb) ; buckwheat, rapeseed, and sudangrass ($0.35 to 0.45/lb) and 
was greatest for sorghu• ($0. 70/lb). On a per-acre basis seed cost was 
greatest at $24/ac for buckwheat, nearly $1S/ac for soybean, about $10/ac for 
sudangrass and its hybrid, and as low as $4 to 6/ac for rapeseed, aillet, and 
sorghu111. 
Sudangrass was also planted as fill to utilize water from the so11 profile in 
another field that had been too wet to conduct research on earlier this 
spring. It grew quite well during the sum•er but cured very slowly when 
swathed for hay in September. Harvesting while it is still short or before 
it has large steas and crimping during swathing are i�portant considerations 
for getting sudangrass to cure properly especially during cool weather. 
Having vegetation established this su••er, rather than leaving tallow, was 
needed to help use excess soil moisture, control weeds, and prevent soil 
erosion. This trial coMp11•ents other research conducted here in previous 
years to evaluate late-planted crops following hail destruction during the 
late spring or early su11mer. Together these results indicate that non· 
conventional crops can provide viable alternatives when the weather or other 
factors cause problems early in the growing season. However, 1t is also 
important to remember that yields as well as the levels or success can vary 
greatly fro• year to year. 
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Introduction 
LONG-TEflt RESIDUAL FERTILIZER P STUDY 
A 25 Year su.ary 
R. Gelder•an, J .  Gerw1ng, H.  Woodard, A. Bly end R .  Berg 
Plant Science 93-6 
This study located southeast of the office building was 1n 1t1ated in 
1964. Phosphorus (P) additions were applied 1n 1964·1967. S1nce 1967 no 
additional broadcast phosphorus applications have been made. It has been 
decided to change the study and ga1n adn significant rert11izer P applica­
tions. Because of the change 1n abj�tivcs, we wil l  prasent brief su••ary 
of the crop response to residual P ove-r the 25 ynars (1968·1992} of the 
experi•ent . In addition, the new objectives of the �tud� 1rt 1 1  be explained . 
Methods 
�ht.lS:JmOrus rar-l1 Hzer �ates af o. 23 a -"r 92. and 183 pounds al' P20, pa,r 
acre per ye,er wer1!1 app,1 ied uch yecar frc• 1'&4 thrO\IQh 1961. Tolll ft app1 led 
pu tr�ataent was o. '2. 183, 366, and 732 pounds at PzOs �r .ere. No P wu 
appltt?d attar 1967. Phosphorus WB:S broadcast arrd 1noorpgra-ted b� •oldbaard 
p1 awing . Ti 11  a;s onr ttte 2.5 year tad p�Mad ranged rro• moldboard p1owtng 
and chl.s.eltng ea-r11er 1n the experiment and mora recently to ridg� t 1 1 1 4 
Exper-i llll!ntal design is  I randoa1z1rd ea11p1ete b1ack wfth four re-pltea· 
tions. Plot size 1s 60 feet by 80 feet. Soll type •t the site 1s an Egan 
silty clay loam except for the northt!ast corner wh1ch is s pm:i..-ly dra1ned 
Tetonka. 
Crops grown at the s1te since 19158 include J.2 years of corn. , ye:ars Df 
soybean, 2 years of sorghum, 1 year of aaall grain and 6 cansecut1ve ye.ars of 
alfalfa (1973-1978) . Soil P test lev1!ls nre 1100itortd api;1ro•1 b!ly eter-y 
four years during the study. So1 l sa1 pl es were usual 1 y taken -in the fill to 
a depth of four 1 nches. The Bray l P so11 test procedure was used' for 
analysis. 
Results and Discussion 
Thi! int 111 P $01l test level was 6 . 5  PP• 1n 1968. The added fertilizer 
P over the •  �ear �riod fncreased soil test levels as expected (Figure 1). 
The h1ghe!t rate at P20�1 ,32 pounds, increased the soil test level to 70 ppm. 
S.011 test ll!Y!ls have e.nntfnued to decrease over t1•e for the 184, 368, 
and 732 pound treat111ents. The 92 pound P treat•ent soil test declined until 
1983. S1nce that time, it has re•a1ned constant at about 9 ppm. The higher 
the initial soil test level (1968), the •ore rapid was the decline. The o P 
treat•ent soil test level hes re•a1ned relatively constant between 6 end 8 ppm 
over the 25 year period (Figure 1). 
Corn yields for 11 years are displayed in Table 1 .  Corn planted in 1980 
was destroyed by hail . Corn grown in 1982 was severely infested with weeds 
and the 1988 crop was 1 iM1ted by drought. Yields averaged approximately l(X) 
bu/acre. Corn yields on the average appear to have been increased by 4 or S 
bu/acre due to the residual rates of applied P. 
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TI\IJ mea:ril sorbean �teld!I over rour yeAr& Is approximately 3C bulac-.re 
(Table 2).  Tha 92 pound re5fdua1 P rate raised soybean yield 4·S trufac-re, . 
S1orghu1111 was grown in two yaars. nre averag! sorghu11 yield 1 nereue r.hJe 
to the r1ts1 d1.:u.t1 t-2 1 btacrl!! rate wu 2Dii (l.3 bu/acre) over the check ('li&ble 3 ) .  
Alfalfa yields increased by approximately 15% over the check for the 
first rate of residual P (Table 4). Little yield increases were seen from 
higher rates. 
Residual P fertilizer rates were still providing plant available P .  The 
1992 soybean yields (Table 2) increased with increasing P rate. In addition, 
1992 soybean plant P measured at early bloom were 0. 22, 0.25. 0 .25, 0 . 28, and 
0.30 percent P for the respective rates. This data would indicate higher 
plant available P level$ where fertilizer P was applied 2S years earlier. 
Since the P treatmmt so11 tests .,_.n changed over time (Flgurei l), a 
better indication of crap response to pha.sphorus is a c�mpartsnn or r�l 1t1ve 
crop yields to so11 p tests. ftel tive yi�ids are tre.atllant y1e1ds dtvfdt1a by 
the highest y1 e 1 d re r that yea.r t.l es I.DC a Ther'! t"an I the ptobabil 1 ty and the 
magnitude of crop response can be co•pared to soil P test . These data were 
grouped by soil test category and are pr-esante.d 1n Table 5 . Hva years of the 
25 year study were not used in this comparison. They wer� 1913. new seeding 
alfalfa · no yields ; 1976, alfalfa · drought. no yields; 1980 1 �orn · hail, 
no yields; 1982, corn · severe weed infestation; and, 1972, when botlrl oats and 
barley were grown at the site. The re fore, 20 years t 1 mes 5 treat•ents 
equal 100 crop years that were evaluated. There were no soil tests in any of 
the treat•ent·years that were below 5 1,p1r (very 1 ow)(lab1e j). "There ,uire 40 
treat•ent·years that had soil tests of S-10 ppm (1aw). 1-6 batlee:n l-ll-1.5 PP• 
(med1u•). 12 between 1S·20 PP• (high) ,  9 bet-weJ:n 2Qa25 pp-. (�iJh) , and 23 
treat•ent·years over 25 ppm (v. high) sltil tast P. The p:e�e�"t«ge or th! 
treat•ent·years fro11 each category th1 t had yi eldS be.la 951 o,t th! mufmum 
yield in that year (considered respons fv! treatmants) re shawn i n  figure 2a 
The nu•be r of responsive treataents i 1isre asn u mil test dee-teas.es lrul t s  
at 70% when soil P tests are low . The average relative yield for all 
responding treatments in each category was calculated (Table S). The 
aagnitude of response to increased P soil test would be 100 · relative yield 
and is plotted in Figure 2 .  
This data 1 ndi cates that not on 1 y does response increase as  soil test 
decreases, but the aagnitude of response follows the sa•e trend. 
Ne• Ob1tFt1 vgs far U:Jnq�ter• P St.y.t1y 
The experi�ent objectives will reMain similar but will have so•e new 
treatments which should make the results 1ore valuable for crop producers in 
South Dakota. The treatments are listed below. 
lb/acre 
0 
92 
183 
366 
732 
Old ·· ······ 
1,,2 son 
rest P 
ppm 
6 .5  
9 .5  
9. 0 
13.5 
24 .0  
· · - - · - · - -····- - · New · - · - · - - ···- · · - ·· 
ppm 
6. 5 
12.5 
12 . 5  
17.5 
24 .0  
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Sail Test AMUa 1 .P 
categpry PtoCl!lW 
low 
mediu1 
mediu111 
high 
v .  high 
band 
band 
broadcast 
band 
band 
Four soil test levels will be established. The fertilizer was spread 
in the spring of 1993 and chiseled for incorporation. Soybeans were planted 
in 1993 and the stubble •oldboard plowed in the fall. I•posed over these 
treat•ents will be annual planter applications of 0, 20, 40, and 60 lb/acre 
of P205• In addition, one treat11ent will co•pare broadcast versus banded 
annual P treatMents. Therefore, the objectives will be: 
1. To determine optimum P soil test level under residual P 
management and under management where P is added each year. 
2. To determine Maintenance levels of P as affected by initial P soil test 
levels. 
3. To co�pare influence of place11ent of P on yield and soil test P. 
The area will be planted to corn in 1994 and first year treat•ents will be 
evaluated. 
Table 1. Yield of corn as affected by initial application of P 
fJr!1111er i 1ong-ter11 P stud�� Beresford. so 
Pi� . . . . . . .... .... .. ...  -- � -�- - - '4 · " · -- -- - · -- - - - ye:s.._r · · - --- -... · · · · - · -----,.---------·- ... � .. . . . . . . .. .......... !s '!I!  
Rate 19"� l2!2 1982 �93 UM 19:85 l9S6 lt81 •. i88 19g9 1�i !ma.l'I 
lb/a • •· ·· ·· · ·· ·· ·· ···•···· Corn Y1e1d, bu/acre---···- ·- ·· ··---·····--··-·· 
0 16 130 96 102 103 119 113 108 26 84 
92 84 120 102 97 101 117 113 112 27 87 
183 83 126 93 103 102 126 111 107 23 88 
366 83 128 93 106 109 131 113 113 28 89 
732 87 130 84 107 117 129 114 115 23 91 
Table 2. Yield of soybean as affected by initial application of P 
ran, lbrer. 1onq-term P study, Bef.esfard. !O, 
P2D5 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  Yw �-�- · --* · · · · · · · · · - - - -
Rate 1970 1971 mo 1992 Mun 
lb/acre 
a 
92 
183 
366 
732 
. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . ..  
16 18 
21 22 
20 22 
20 20 
20 21 
bu/acre - - - - - · - - - - - - · - - - - - -
33 38 26 
39 40 31 
37 41 30 
38 39 29 
38 43 31 
15 
80 94 
87 95 
82 95 
90 98 
92 99 
Table 3. 
lb/acre 
0 
92 
183 
366 
732 
Yield of sorghu• as affected 
by initial application or P 
fertilizer, long-ter• P study, 
Beresford. so. 
------· Year ----·-· 
1'6� t981 Mem 
· · · · · bu/acre � - - � · � 
44 
69 
72 
70 
74 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
58 
71 
73 
72 
75 
Table 4. Yield of alfalfa as affected by initial 
application of P fertilizer. long-ter• 
P studx+=Beresford. so. 
lb/acre 
0 
92 
183 
366 
732 
1974 1975 1977 1918 MaaJ1 
-·-········· hay lb/acre ············· 
4772 
5543 
5674 
6183 
6525 
4307 
4795 
4381 
4588 
4462 
5652 
7587 
6815 
7123 
7902 
8418 
9123 
9888 
9279 
10,119 
5787 
6762 
6690 
6793 
7257 
laltJ I 5, Data ·rrnm SE Farm 1 onq,�tui!J! study� S-Umrygf 20 eroo eyear.s, 
Soil Test Soil Test Ave. P No. of Respond. Percent Average 
tategpry .f;lsnge soil test Jrt. ut1 Trt. yrs .. -- Rei:PR!JH Yield** 
low 
mediu• 
high 
v .  high 
v .  high 
pp:111 ppm % % 
5 ·10 
10.1·15 
15. 1-20 
20.1·25 
>25 
7. 8 
12. 8 
16.9 
23.3 
43.1 
40 
16 
12 
23 
23 
28 
5 
4 
2 
3 
70 
31 
33 
22 
13 
86 
88 
90 
91 
94 
• Re.sponcJing £reataenu s�e oonsiiiiied tfuiii ann treatent :;;taHls th1t 
were less than 95% of maximu• yield within a crop-year. 
**Average relative yield of responding treat•ents. 
16 
r� •· 
IOQ 
90 
80 
#, 
I· 
.. &O 
, .. 30 
20 • 
10 
0 
6,-10 10. M& 16.1·20 20. 1·26 
lol �· c ... ..,, " ppm 
- jl 
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Introduction 
NITROGEN RATE STUOY 
G. Dykstra. R. Gelderun, J. Gerw1ng 
Plant science 93-7 
Corn 1s grown on approx1aately 3.5 •il 1 ion acres in South Dakota. 
Roughly 50% of all nitrogen ferti l i zer use is applied to corn. 
Due to econo•ic and env i ron•ental concerns, nitrogen ferti l i zer 
efficiency has beco•e an i •portant topic in South Dakota agriculture. As 
ground water quality concerns increase and tighter profit aargins in far•ing 
persist, the need for an eff1c1ent nitrogen ferti l ization syste• arises. The 
goa 1 of an efficient N f e rt 1 l i  zat 1 on program 1 s to tert 1 1 1  ze so that the 
potential for yield loss due to the lack of N and excess N remaining 1n  the 
soil are 1 1 M1ted. To accompl i sh this goal , the preplant soi l nitrate·N test 
has been developed and used in  South Dakota for al•ost 20 years. However, the 
potential exists to •fine tune• N management using this and other diagnostic 
tests. 
The objectives of this study are to correlate and interpret data fro• 
the preplant soil test ni trate·N and other N diagnostic tests for use in  
i•proving South Dakota ferti l i zer reco••endations and to increase the 
knowledge of these N diagnostic tests for South Dakota conditions. This study 
is designed to develop correlation, calibration and interpretations for the 
fol lowing N diagnostic tests for corn: 
• preplant 2 foot ni trate soi l test 
• V6 basal stem N03 ·N 
· pres1dedress nitrate soi l test 
· chlorophyl l  meter readings at the 10·12 l eaf and silking 
plant growth stages 
• ear l eaf N content at silking 
The correlations wi l l  pr1•ar 1 1y  be with the diagnostic test and yield 
response fro• N applications. 
Methods and Hater1�ls 
The study site was l ocated on the NE 1/4, field 3·38 of the Southeast 
Experiment Farm. It was l ocated on a sl ight slope. The previous crop was 
soybean which yielded approxi1ately 30 bu/acre. The site was divided into 4 
repl i cations, with each rep containing 6 rate plots. The rates used were 0, 
30, 60, 90, 120, lSO lbs of actual nitrogen per acre. Plot diaensions were 
60' >< 15 '  (6 rows ) .  
Early 1n the spring of 1993 a co•pos1te soil sa1ple was taken to a depth 
of 3 feet at the site. 
The site was under a no·ti l l  syste•. On May Sth, Pioneer 3362 was 
planted at a population of about 26. 900 plants per acre. A starter rertn izer 
application of 7 gallons of 10·34·0 was also appl ied at planting. Recommended 
herbicides were appl ied to control weeds . 
On May 21, 16 days after planting {2 l eaf stage) ,  the nitrogen 
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fert i l i zer treat1ents were spread by hand on the soil surrace. The ferti l izer 
source used was a•monium nitrate. 
When the corn reached the 6 leaf stage (June 28), a basal stem plant 
sample and a pre-sidedress soil sample were taken. The basal stem sample 
consisted of tak1ng a two inch stem segment just above the soi l  surface w1th 
the roots, first tour leaves, and sheaths removed from 8 plants each in the 
O and 60 lb/N plots 1n  each repl icate. A two foot soi l  sa�ple was also taken 
fro• the above mentioned plots. 
When the corn reached the 10-12 leaf stage (July 19) , chlorophyll •eter 
readings were taken. A Minolta SPAD·S02 chlorophyll meter was used to take 
the readings. The �eter produces a unitless number of leaf greenness, which 
i s  highly correlated to leaf chlorophyl l  content. Chlorophyl l  content can be 
used as an 1nd1cator of N deficiency. The readings were taken on the 
upperaost ful l y  expanded leaf, midway between the stalk and tip of the leaf 
and •idway between leaf aargin and midrib. Fi fteen plants were saapled and 
averaged for each plot. 
When the corn reached si lking (August 1) , chlorophyl l aeter readings 
were again taken using the saae procedure except that the sa1ples were taken 
on the ear leaf. Also, each ear leaf sampled by the chlorophyl l •eter was 
removed to be analyzed for ear leaf N content. 
Si l age yields were esti111ated at black layer (Septe•ber 7) by harvesting 
and weighing plants fro• 20 feet of row. A subsaaple was taken fro• these 
plants for Moisture and nitrogen deter•1nation. On October 2 three center 
rows of each plot were •achine harvested . After the corn was harvested, a S 
foot soi l saaple was taken and analyzed for ni trate-N rroa the check and 150 
lb  N rate plots. 
Fro• April 1st to Septeaber 1st there was 25.08 inches of precipitation 
at the far111. 
Results and Discussion 
There was S9 pounds of residual nitrogen in the soi l before planting 
(Table 1) . Adding to this figure 30 pounds N for legu•e cred1 t fro• the 
previous year 's soybean crop and 7 pounds N fro• starter fertil izer appl tca· 
tion, the total esti•ated ni trogen avai lable before ferti l i zer application was 
96 pounds. Est1111ated plant uptake would be about 98 pounds N/acre (1 .4  x 70 
bu/acre) along with 31 pounds N/acre as fall residual N?J-N. These figures 
suggest 25·35 pounds of N 11nera1 1zed fro• soil organic 111atter .  This is 
assu1111ng no nitrogen was lost by leaching or denitrificat1on. 
The addition of 60 pounds of N increased soi l nitrate-N and basal 
ni trate-N content of the corn pl ant by threefold (Table 2 ) .  
The ear leaf N level and chlorophyll aeter readings increase with rate 
of ni trogen up to the 90 pound rate, where the rate of i ncrease lessens (Table 
3 .  Figure l and Figure 2) . This rate appears to be where yield plateaus as 
wel l .  Residual nitrate-N under the high N rate was approxi•ately 60 lb/acre 
greater than the check to a depth or five feet (Table 4) .  This see111s 
reasonable i f  i t  i s  assuaed simi lar residual N values exist at the 90 pound 
rate where i t  appears yield was maximized. 
In summary, this s1te showed a very h1gh yield response to added N (70 
bu/acre) .  It appeared soil N •1neral 1zat1on was so•ewhat lower than normal 
perhaps because of cooler temperatures during the growing season. In 
addition, i t  appears that the chlorophyl •eter correctly diagnosed N 
sufficiency of the corn plant at the 10·12 leaf stage. 
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lb/acre - - - - · · · · PP• - - - - -
59 86 3.7 70 282 
Table 2. Average pre-s1dedress soil sa1ple and basal 
stem nitrate content. 
o lb Rate 60 lb Rate 
··············· lb/acre ·- ·- ·-····--·----
0-61 
6-12• 
12-241 
Total 
Basal Ste• 
Nitrate-N (%) 
11 
14 
39 
64 
.281 
38 
33 
72 
143 
. 852 
6.0 
Table 3. Chlorophyll 1eter readings and ear leaf N and grain 
vield. N rate studv. SE Far•. 1993. 
10·12 leaf Ear Lear Ear Lear 
Rate •eter readings •eter readinas N Grain 
lb/acre I bu/acre(151) 
0 37.2 44.3 1 . 67 
30 43.7 48.9 1.89 
60 46.S 51.9 2.29 
90 47.2 5S.O 2.22 
120 47.7 56.4 2.47 
150 49.6 58.6 2.56 
Table 4. Post harvest soil n1trate·N levels, 
N rate study. SE farm. 1993. 
-------- Treatment ········· 
Depth O lb Rate 150 lb Rate 
0-1' 
1-2 '  
2-3'  
3.4• 
4.5 •  
Total 
- - - - - - N03- N  lb/acre - · · · · · ·  
23. 8 
7.4 
10.7 
20.5 
18.0 
80.4 
47. 6 
36.9 
17.2 
20.S 
27.1 
1•9.3 
20 
70 
90 
116 
134 
134 
140 
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INTRODUCTION 
NITROGEN MANAGEMENT IN A COAN - SOYBEAN ROTATION 
J. Gerwing. R. Gelder1an and R. Berg 
Plant Science 93·8 
There is increasing concern about the effects of nitrogen fertilizer on 
the 1env1 1rcn1nent.... especially groundwater quaH ty. Thh ccin-cern has been 
i ntenst f1 ecf by nu1erous reports or NO.,-N c:encentrat tons .abo\l.e t_ne 1 ega l 
drinking stnn:dard of 10 pp• in sev�tal iocatiOTU in e tern South Dakota, 
especially where aquifers are shallow and soils are very coarse. In so•e 
instances. nitrogen fertilizer Moving below the root zone has been 
implicated. 
This nitrogen management demonstration was established to show the 
effects of N rates and t1m1ng in a corn-soybean rotation on n1trogen movement 
below the root zone. In •est situations in South Dakota, if nitrogen moves 
below the root .zcrm- l t  stays there and only rarely moves back up. Therefore, 
once out of rew::h or crop ruots N03-N has the potential to •ove down to the 
groundwater wl rtl'I J1!1"COl1Hn.g water during periods of high •oisture. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
This nitrogen management demonstration was established on the SE South 
Dakota Experiment Farm near Beresford in 1988 . It is located on an Egan silty 
clay loa• soil. Egan soils are well drained soils for1ed 1n silty drift over 
glacial til 1 .  
Corn was planted on the site in 1988, 1990, and 1992. Soybeans were 
planted in 1989, 1991 and 1993. The rates and timing of nitrogen fertilizer 
applied to the corn 1n 1992 are listed in table one. The treat•ents included 
a check (no N), the recommended rate applied in fall, spring or split between 
spring and just prior to the last cultivation and 200 and 400 lb rates applied 
regardless of the previous soil test. These treatments are applied to the 
same plots each year that corn 1s t>ef"i p1Bnted in the ratal1 r1n. rrie· 
reco••ended r�te, however, is adjustin� aneard1ng to the MO.·N -so11 te:st 1e�e1 
and for credit given for the previous yurs soyb�ifl! (I 4lb H cnlllt ror 1 
bushel beans). The recom111ended nitra�n ratz was 123. 62 and. 90 n,1.­
respect1Vely for 1988 , 1990 and 1992 . Nitrogen is not applied In y-eairs: 
soybeans are grown. All nitrogen w1u broadcast as u,ra nnd f d l atll!i 
i ncorporated by tillage except for the fall appl1cat1on which was not 
1ncorporated. Phosphorus, potassium and pH so11 test levels at the site are 
12 and 245, pp• and 5. 7 respectively. A randomized complete block design is 
used on this experi•ent w1th four replications. Plot size is 1S feet by 50 
feet. 
Appropriate prep 1 ant herb1 ci des were 1 ncorpor ated by doub 1 e discing 
prior to planting Harcus soybeans on May 12 at 53 pounds per acre 1n 30 inch 
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wide rows. Stand was very poor, possibly due to the 2S pounds per acre P20 
applied directly with the seed as 10·34·0 liquid. The stand was destroye� 
with a field cultivator and replanted on June 9 with no additional starter, 
resulting in a good stand. Yields were obtatl'le-CI ly di �ect co•bining s rows 
so root long tro• each plot. Soil sa•ples wer-11 taken tn a depth ot 8 feet in 
one foot incre•ents on Nove•ber 4 tro• the o, sprfng re�nded, 200 and 400 
lb rate treat•ents. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Nitrate soil test levels taken in the tall ot 1992 and 1993 are given 
1n Table 2. Nitrate soil test levels in the tall of 1993 in the top 6 teet 
of soi 1 increased with increasing N rates applied 1ri1 prevhlU-5 years. The 
amount rema1n1ng in the 6 foot pnr1-1e. however, wu nruch htss than that 
remaining after 1992. The 400 pfEUfrd treat•ent, for e�.111ple had 613 lbs NO:J·N 
in the 6 foot profile in 1992 co.ipared with only 18 pnunds re•a1n1ng 1n 
Nove•ber, 1993. 
The 44 bushel soybean crop likely ra-mov.ed .se.e at the N (e.s-�1•ated at 
160 lb/A). Some additional N may have been lost by denitri f1caHi:,n due bl the 
heavy precipitation (Table 3). Denitrificat1an was not likely the .ajar fi:iilUSe 
tor N loss, however, because the plot area has excellent surface drainage with 
only very •ini•al potential for water ponding. In addition, •ost N in the 
soil profile at the beginning of the season was already below the top foot of 
soil where den1trif1cat1on is •ost likely. It is likely that the 31 inches 
of precipitation during 1993 aoved the •ajor1ty of the nitrogen below the 6 
foot level. Evidence of this is the aaount of nitrogen (249 lbs/A) in the 6 
to 8 foot deep layer of soil in the 400 pound per acre treataents, (Table 2). 
Nitrate so11 test levels in the 400 lb/A treat•ent tro� 1988 to 1993 are 
displayed in Table 4. The nitrate •bulge• increased nitrate levels increased 
in depth with each year after 1988. After 1989 1t was at 2 feet, 1990 3 feet, 
1991 4 feet and deeper than 6 and 8 feet respectively after 1992 and 93 
seasons respectively. 
In addition to the excessive precipitation in 1992 and 1993, 
temper a tu res we re unusua 11 y coo 1 w1 th nu1e rous c 1 oudy days wh1 ch reduced 
evapotransp1ration, leaving aore water than noraal to •ove below the root 
zone. These cool conditions occur periodically in South Dakota. When they 
happen in conjunction with large a•ounts or rainfall, this study shows 
nitrogen leaching below the root zone is likely. 
Soybean yields in 1993 for the N rate and ti•ing treat•ents applied in 
previous years are listed in Tables 5 and 6. Even though nitrate soil test 
levels in the top 4 feet of soil at the beginning of the season ranged fro• 
25 lb/A in the O N  treatment to 268 lbs/A in the high N rate plots, there was 
no effect on soybean yield. In 1991 there was a 3 bushel yield increase with 
very high (499 lb/A 4 ft) residual nitrate soil test. It is possible the 
residual nitrate N 1easured in Nove•ber 1992 was already 1oved below the root 
zone of soybeans 1n 1993 before they were able to utilize 1t. 
These plots will be rotated back to corn in 1994 and soil sa1pled in the 
fall to determine the amount and location of soil nitrates. Corn and soybean 
yields and so11 tests fro1 previous years ot this study can be round in SE 
Exper11ent Far• Progress Reports, 1988·1992. 
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Table 1. Nitrogen Fertilizer Treat1ents, Nitrogen 
rert111zer De•onstrat1on. 1992J Beresford .  SD 
Treat11ent 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
2 
Apr11 29, 1992 
June 10, 1992 3 November 8, 1991 
· · - · · - - - · - - -lb NIA····-···---·· ·  
0 
90 
30 
200 
400 
60 
90 
Table 2. Fal l Nitrate Soil Test Levels, Ni trogen Manage1ent Deaonstratton, 
Beresford, SO 
0 
Deptb t qcn:S l i! fiitl 
fJ! f"ti 1 iUf' ff !DDJ i ml I �8 i l.990 t lffl_,� ta �ii' 2 � 
]� 251 19i2 1993 l9i2 ]993 
feet ----- - ---- · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ----Soi l NO,·N, lb/A········· - - - - -····· 
O·l 1 11 13 14 13 13 34 14 
1·2 8 6 18 6 20 6 SS 6 
2-3 6 9 9 10 22 9 83 10 
3-4 4 10 7 14 35 15 96 18 
4.5 5 10 12 13 96 20 161 30 
5-6 4 9 28 12 90 26 184 54 
6·1 6 14 34 115 
7-8 10 24 55 134 
Total (0·6 ft) 34 SS 86 69 276 63 61378 
Rates applied were 123, 62 and 90 lb N/acre in spring ot 1988, 1990, and 
2 
1992 respectively. 
Applied in 1988, 1990, 1992 only. 
] Soil sa•pl 1ng dates: Dec. l, 1992, Nov. 4, 1993. 
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Table 3. Rainfall at the SE Exper1•ent Far•, Beresford, Oec. 1, 1992 to Nov. 
1 ,  1993. 
Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr Nay .3un Jul � sept Os:t-
· · ·  · · ·  · · · · · · · - ·  · · · ·· - · · ·  · - --· ··-- - - -1nc�as- � - · � --- 5 · � �� -· -- · - · · - - - - - · - w - - � - � � �  
0.7 o.s 0.9 1.2 2.5 5.4 S. 7 7 . 1  4.4 1 . 8  
Table ,. Nitrate So11 Test Levels, 400 lb N Rate, N Management Study, 
Beresford. SD 1988 • 1993 
19881 19892 19901 19912 19921 
1 . 1  
19932 
• 5 - - � &· · � - - - - - - �·-·- - - � - - - - � - - � - - lb NIA foot4 � · � - - - · · - · - - - - - - - - - , � - - ·  
0-1 188 114 134 
1·2 29 86 151 
2-3 2S 27 161 
3.4 32 10 53 
4-5 20 
S-6 23 
6·7 
7-8 
1 400 lb N applied to corn (even years) 
2 No N applied to soybeans (odd years) 
31 34 14 
123 55 6 
253 83 10 
132 96 18 
32 161 30 
21 184 '' 
115 
134 
2S 
Table s. Influence or Available Nitrogen on Soybean 
Yield. Beresford. 1993. 
NO ·N 
so1? Test Yield 
lb/A 4 ft bu/A 
31 46 
47 43 
90 44 
268 44 
Pr > F 0.62 
Table 6 .  Soybean Yields following N T1•1ng Treataents 
Placed on Corn The Previous Year, Beresford, 
1993 . 
Ti•e of N Appltcat1on1 soybean Yield 
bu/A 
Spring (April, 1992) 43 
Fall (Nov. , 1991) 42 
Split (301b April, 60 lb June, 1992) 43 
Pr > F 0.89 
1 90 l b  N per acre 1n 1992, no N applied to soybeans 
in 1993. 
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INTRODUCTION 
INFLUENCE Of FERTILIZER AND LIME ON SOYBEAN YIELD 
ON HIGH TESTING SOIL 
J. Gerwing, R. Gelder•an and R. Berg 
Plant science 93-9 
Some farMers in South Dakota are using phosphorus, potassiua, sulfur, 
zinc and lime on soils with very h1gh soil tests. Research by soil ferti11ty 
staff at South Dakota State University during the last 30 years has not shown 
consistent economical responses to these fertilizer nutrients or 11•e when 
soil test levels are very high. The SDSU soil testing lab, therefore, does 
not reco•Mend they be applied as fertilizer or li•e unless soil test levels 
are lower. The deMonstrations reported on here were established to show the 
effects of each of these com•only used nutrients and liNe on corn and soybean 
yields when applied to high testing soils. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two experimental sites were established, one on the SE experi�ent tar• 
near Beresford in 1988 and another on the agrono•y far• on the SOSU ca•pus in 
Brookings in 1990. Fertilizer treat•ents have continued at each location on 
the sa•e plots since establishMent. A corn-soybean rotat1on was followed at 
both locations. Soybeans were the 1993 crop. 
The soil at the SE Far• site is an Egan silty clay loa•. Egan soils are 
well drained soils for•ed in silty dr1ft over glacial till. The soil at the 
Brookings Agrono1y Farm is classified as a Vienna loam. Vienna soils are well 
drained medium textured loam and clay loam soils for�ed from glacial till. 
Both soils are typical upland soils for their respective areas in the state. 
Fert111zer treatMents were SO lbs K 0, 25 lbs sulfur, 5 lbs zinc and 
11me at both locations (Table l). In addftion, the Brookings s1te had a 40 
lb P20
5 
treatment. The fertilizer treatments were applied each spring s1nce 
the establishment year (1988 at Beresford and 1990 at Brookings) on the sa•e 
plots. Li•e was applied only once (the estab11sh1ent year) at the SE Far• 
location and twice (1990 & 1992) at Brookings. All fertilizer aaterials were 
broadcast and followed by either discing at Beresford or field cultivation at 
Brookings. Preplant herbicides were applied prior to tillage at both 
locations. 
Marcus soybeans were planted in 30 inch wide rows on May 12 at 
Beresford. Resulting stand was very poor, possibly due to 25 lbs P205 per acre 
applied directly with the seed as 10·34·0 liquid. The stand was destroyed 
with a tield cultivator and replanted on June 9 ,  resulting in a good stand. 
At the Brookings site, Kasota soybeans were planted on May 19 in 30 inch rows. 
At Beresford an area 5 rows wide (12.5 ft) and 50 feet long was harvested with 
a field co�bine. A small plot combine was used to harvest an area 5 feet (2 
rows) wide and 40 foot long fro• each plot at Brookings. 
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A randoa1zed co•plete block design with four replications was used at 
both sites. Plot size was 15 by 50 feet at Beresford and 20 by 40 feet at 
Brookings. 
RESULTS AHO DISCUSSION 
Soil test levels fro• soil saap1es taken in spring 1993 at both sides 
are presented in Table 2. Potassium and sulfur so11 test levels were high at 
both locations and no recommendation for these nutrients would have been made 
by the SDSU soil testing lab. After 5 years of 50 lb annual K app11cat1ons, 
the k son test at Beresford has increased 40 PP•· Af'ter 3 years K 
applications at Brookings, however. soil test levels had not changed. 
Zinc so11 tests were high at both locations and no fertilizer 
recommendations would have been aade. Zinc applications raised the zinc test 
fro� 0.88 pp• in the check to 7.36 pp• at Beresford and fro• 1.01 to 4.38 PP• 
at Brookings. The 11•e treataent raised the pH at the Beresford site fro• S. 6 
to 6.8 and at the Brookings site fro• 6.4 to 7.4. The SDSU so11 testing lab 
would not have recom•ended lime at either site. The phosphorus so11 test 
level at the Brookings site was very high prior to the phosphorus application 
and no phosphorus would have been reco•mended. The 40 lb annual P205 
applications at this site raised soi 1 test levels 8pp1. There was no 
phosphorus treatment at Beresford, however, 25 lbs P205 per acre was applied 
to all plots as a starter in 1993. 
Soybean yields for 1993 are listed in Tables 3 and 4 (Beresford and 
Brookings sites respectively). Soybean yields were not increased by any of 
the applied nutrients or H•e at either of the locations. The lack of 
response at both of these locations to the applied nutrients and lime is 
cons1 stent with previous studies and current fertilizer recoMmendations made 
by sosu. 
Yield results and soil test levels fro• previous years for these two 
studies can be found in the SE FarM Progress Reports (1988-1992) and in the 
1990·92 SDSU Plant Science Department So11 Science Research Technical Bulletin 
No. 97 and 99. 
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Table 1. ferti l i zer Treatments, Fert1 1 1 zer and L1•e 
De•onstrat1on, Beresford and Brookings. 1993. 
fettf11zer Rates 
Tr�atnnt 
Check 
Phosphorus (P205) 
Potass 1 u• ( K2o) 
Sulfur 
Zinc 
L1•e 
- - - - - - - - - - - --
50 
25 
.i 
I A·-- --· --- .. - - - . ,!I,  
0 
40 
50 
25 
s 
·4 
App1 1ed each spring, 1988·1993, al l  plots received 251b 
Z P20sf A �tarter f11 1993. � ApJ:lli�a uaf'I sprins 1 lffl·.1993. 3 4000 H1 c1� equivalent appl fett spring 1988� 
4 2.5:00 and 24ctl lb ea� equivi:t1ent. app11ei::t jprlng 199-D ,and 
-1992 respect1va1y .  
Table 2 .  So11 Test Levels, Ferti l izer and Li•e DeMonstration, 
Beresford and Brookirygs. 
So11 Test 
Potass1u1, ppM, 0-6 1n 
Sulfur, lb/A 6 1n 
Zinc, PP• 
lb/A 2 ft 
pH, 0·6 in.  
Phosphorus , ppa, 0-6 in 
N03 ·N, lb/A 2 ft 
Organic Matter, % 
Salts mmho/cm 
1 Sa1pled 4/29/93 2 Sa1pled 4/28/93 
Check 
236 
6 
24 
0.88 
5.7 
11 
32 
3 .2  
0 .9 
son Test Leye1 
Treat. Check 
320 189 
8 4 
54 22 
7 .36 1 .01 
6.8 6.4 
36 
43 
3 .0  
.30 
29 
Treat. 
184 
10 
36 
4.38 
7.4 
44 
Table 3. Influence of Potass1u•, Sulfur, Zinc 
and L1•e on Soybean Yields. Beresford.1993 
F'ert 111 zer 
Treat•ent 
Check 
Potess1u• 
Sulfur 
Zinc 
Li•e 
Prob of > r 
c. v. % 
Soybean Yield 
bu/A 
43 
42 
42 
44 
45 
0 . 19 
3. 7 
Table 4. Influence of Phosphorus, Potassium, 
Sulfur, Zinc and Li•e on Soybean 
Yields. Brookings. 1993 
fertilizer 
Treat•ent1 
Check 
Phosphorus 
Potassiu111 
Sulfur 
Zinc 
L1•e 
Prob of > F 
C.V.% 
30 
Soybean Yield 
bu/A 
39 
39 
40 
38 
38 
39 
0.91 
7. 1 
S.E.FARM 
REPORT 
INTROOUCTION 
1993 SE RESEARCH FARM SOYBEAN FUNGICmE 
SEED TREATMENT TRIAL 
D. Gallenberg, R. Scott and M. Thompson 
Plant SC1ence 92-10 
Seed quality and seed/seedling diseases are factors wh1ch can affect 
soybean stand establishment and yield. The purpose of this study was to 
test the effects of various fungicide seed treat•ents 1n coMbinations with 
different quality seed sources on stand count and u1t1•ate yield 1n 
soybeans. 
MATERIALS AND METHOOS 
On June 11 , 1993, 4 reps of 10 treat•ents, (40 plots) or soybeans were 
planted at the SE Research Far•. Plots were 4 rows wide, spaced at 301 , 
approximately 20 feet long. The two seed sources used were: l) Sturdy, 
lot 991 ; 8� germination; 38� A.A. (designated Poor Quality Seed) and 2) 
sturdy, lot 892; 81% ge•inat1on; 81% A.A. (designated Good Quality Seed). 
The five treat•ents applied were: 1) Untreated, 2) Prevail at 3 oz/bu, 3) 
Vitavax 200 FL at 4 fl oz/cwt, 4) Apron·Terraclor + Kodiak HB at 2.5 oz/bu 
+ 2. 4 oz/bu and S) Apron·Terraclor at 2.5 oz/bu. Stand counts were taken 
on August 23 and the plots were harvested on October 17, 1993. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Stand count, yield and test weight results are given in Table 1.  W1thin a 
given seed source there were no stat1st1cally significant ditrerenceis when 
any or the treat•ents were co•pared to the check. 
When comparing the same fung1c1de seed treat•ent across seed sources, there 
were essentially no significant differences. (Prevail and Y1tavax 200 each 
had higher yields 1n the poor quality seed.) 
In this particular study, seed quality and fungicide seed treat•ent did not 
appear to have an effect on stand count, yield or test weight. 
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Table 1 .  1993 SOYBEAN SEED TREATMENT TRIALS 
Treataent 
(Good Seed) 
Untreated 
Prevail 
V1tavax 200 FL 
Apron·Terraclor + Kodtak HB 
Apron·Terraclor 
(Poor Seed) 
Untreated 
Prevail 
Vi tavax 200 FL 
Apron·Terraclor + Kodiak HB 
Apron·Terraclor 
LSD <O.S> 
Yield 
(bu/A) 
50.1 
50.2 
42.7 
49.0 
54. 2  
S2.2 
62.5 
54.5 
52.0 
63.3 
11.3 
32 
Test 
Weight 
(lb/bu) 
S7.7 
56.8 
56.S 
S6.S 
56.4 
56.1 
56.6 
57 .3  
57 .1  
56.6 
2.3 
Stand 
Count 
(glantsl•) 
16 . .5 
17 .1  
14.1 
19.1 
18.8 
16.8 
20.3 
18.8 
16.6 
20.8 
6.S 
S. E. FARM 
REPmtT 
1993 PERFORNMCE TRIALS 
OATS• CORN AtlJ SOYBEANS 
R .  G. Hall 
Plant SC1ence 93·11 
oats: Results of the spring oat trial for 1993 are shown 1n Table 1. The 
1993 crop year tor spring oats was less than ideal in the southeast as a result 
or excess· •o1.stur st planting and a t,i-gh ievel of crown rtLB-t 1nfec:t1on troa the 
heading throu h t.he grain t'1 l11ng stages-. The 'Yl!!l"age y1eltl 1n 1993 was 35 
bushels ,cppared to 107 btiiSl'm-lt per iu:re 1 _yl!ar ag;oT l.ikmti"Sejl tJw average test 
weight was 23 11a 1n 1993 .:.ompareG UI 33 lbs. per bushel a year a;a. In 1993 the 
top-yielding varieties were 'Dane • ,  'Valley ',  and 'Settler. ' The crown rust 
infection at this station was so severe that regardless ot our ability to 
identity the top yielding varieties, the yields and test weights were too low to 
be ot any econoaic value. 
Corn: The 1993 early and 1ate aatur1ty corn trial results are shown in 
Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Both trials were seeded on May 20th. In 1993 the 
early trial average was 122 bushels co•pared to 1'7 bushels per acre a year ago. 
In addition, the average test weight or 52.5 lbs this y-!ar was lower than the 
ss. 1 lbs test weight obtained last year. There were no s1gnt ric:ant hybrid yield 
differences in 1993. This was a result or too few rep1 1i:at1 gn.s (plots) being 
harvested for the large nu1ber of hybrids being tested. In 1993 only two 
replications were harvested, as a result or flooding, coapared to the three 
replications which are usually harvested every year. 
In 1993 the late trial average yield was 112 bushels coapared to 162 
bushels per acre last year. In addition the test weight average dropped to 48.5 
lbs co•pared to a weight ot 56.8 lbs per bushel last year. In 1993 there were 
52 top-yielding hybrids in the late aaturity test starting with Pioneer 3394 at 
132.8 bushels per acre and ending with Siouxland SS·9109 at 101. 5 bushels per 
acre. In the late trial the loss of one replication per entry did not hurt the 
ability of the test to detect hybrid differences. In this trial, the two 
replications (plots) per entry were apparently uniror• enough that the 
experiaental design could detect hybrid yield differences. 
The low yields and test weights at this station were likely the result of 
too 1uch rain in May and June (approx11ately 11 inches) along with teaperatures 
that were about 3 degrees below nor1111l tro• May through July. Consequently, corn 
�aturity was about 2 weeks later than nor1al which contributed to low yields, low 
test weights, and high •oisture levels at harvest. 
soybeans: The aatur1ty group I and group II trial results are shown in 
Table 4. Both trials were seeded on June 11th. The group I trial averaged •1 
bushels coapared to 51 bushels last year, while the group II trial averaged 48 
bushels co•pared to 56 bushels per acre a year ago. In the group·I trial there 
were ten varieties in the top·yielding group starting with 'Sands SOI 117' at 
47.1 bushels down to 'Parker' at 42.8 bushels per acre. In the group II trial 
there were 35 varieties in the top-yielding group beginning with •sands SOI 214' 
at 53.8 bushels and ending with 'Kaup KS 2547' at 49.0 bushels per acre. 
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Table 1 .  1993 Oat Vilr1�t}' Trial Results. SE Re:sear�n ra:ra (C111y l!:o) 
Variety 1993 yield test weight 
ArlM>r 
Brawn 
Burnett 
Dane 
Don 
Hazel 
Hy test 
Newdak 
Prairie 
Pre•ier 
Settler 
Troy 
Valle;: 
Test Average 
LSD (.05) 
CV · I 
Bu/A lb/bu 
15.5 15.9 
32. 7  21.1 
21 .3 20.S 
46.7 25.2 
30.7 22.0 
36.7 23.7 
25.6 26.3 
34.3 23.2 
20.9 16.4 
23.S 19 .7  
39.7 23.S 
34.8 21 .0  
40.4 21 . 3  
34 .6  23.0 
7.3  2 .1  
12.9 7.1 
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Table 2 .  1993 Corn Hybrid Performance Trial Results · Beresford, so 
S.E. Research Far• . Early Matur1ty. 110 Da� or less. 
1993 HARVEST BUSHEL 
YIELDS MOIST. WEIGHT 
.BRANO & HYBRID IYIA ,�l 'LB} 
EPLEY EX 2417 139. 6  23.8 53 . 3  
MW GENETICS G7460 137 .6  24.7 55.5 
TOP FARM SX1104A 137 . 0  24.5 53.2 
SEXAUER SX730 135.9  23.4 .53.2 
GOLDEN HARVEST H-2404 135.5 23 .8 .54.3 
CROW'S 375 134 . 8  24.1 .54.6 
KRUGER K9407 134.7  22.8 .51 . 4  
DAHLGREN D5073 131 .7  23.5 .52 . 0  
ASGROW RX623 131. 4  24 . 5  50 .2  
SANDS SOI9061 130 .6  24 .6 52. 4  
LEGEND LS8301 130 . 5  21. 5  54 .4 
NORTHRUP KING N-6560 129.9 25 .9  52 . 8  
WILSON 1140 127.9 19 .8 55.9 
HORIZON 9110 127.7 27 .2  49.l 
MW GENETICS SX108AA 127.S 27 . 0  49 .4 
SIGCO 1307 127.4 23.8 53.3 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·2407 127.1 21.4 52.0 
CROW'S 440 126.5 26 . 0  50.9 
HYCOGEN 6220 126.0 25.l 50 .2  
ASGROW RX681 125.9 26 . 0  53.3 
TOP FARM SX1107 125.6 22.3 54.9 
DEKALB DK 569 125.3 24 .6 50.5 
HOEGEMEYER 2592 124.7 24 . 4  51.7 
CARGILL X4204 124 .7  2.5.4 51.l 
SANDS SOI9031 124.6  21 .9  54 . 1  
DEKALB DK 554 124.l 24.4 50 . 8  
PIONEER 3514 123.6 24.3 54 .6  
ASGROW RXS62 123 . 2  23 . 1  52.2 
LEGEND LS8205 122.7 23 . 1  54.2 
SANDS SOI9991 122.5 19.S 55 . l  
FONTANELLE 4002 122.5 21.7 53.4 
ASGROW RX707 122 .2  26.2 49 .6  
CIBA 4394 121 .3 23 . 8  53 . 4  
HORIZON 6575 121 .3 22.4 53.9 
KALTENBERG K5901 121.3 23 . 8  53 .3  
HOEGEMEYER 2608 120 .9 23.S 53. 1  
AGRIPRO 429 120 .8 25.4 52 .2  
DAIRYLAND ST-1207 120 .8 22.8 SS .2  
CARGILL 6337 120 .7  26.2 51.4 
CURRY 2147 120.7 23.2 53 .5 
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TABLE 2 CONTINUED. 
1993 HARVEST BUSHEL 
YIELDS HOIST. WEIGHT 
BRAND & HYBRID BU/A (%) (LBl 
LEGEND LS8406 120.4 23.5 52.5 
EPLEY EX 3600 120.2 26.0 49.8 
DAIRYLAND ST·l208 120.2 24.8 52.6 
PAYCO 711 119.0 25.3 52.l 
PIONEER 3547 118.4 24.8 56.3 
TERRA TR1020 118.3 21.8 55.0 
KAYSTAR KX-685 118.0 23.5 53.3 
FONTANELLE X0891 117.4 24.0 53.5 
CURRY 2158 117.3 24.6 52.2 
CIBA 4372 117.l 24.4 52.9 
HOEGEHEYER 2611 117. 0  24.2 53.6 
DEKALB OKS12 116.7 22.7 51.0 
LEGEND LS8409 116.7 25.6 ,0.2 
FONTANELLE 4232 116.2 26.2 47.5 
NORTHRUP KING N-5220 115.8 22.3 55.1 
EPLEY EX 150 115.8 22.7 54.4 
TERRA TR600£ 115.3 24.7 Sl . 8  
MW GENETICS G7665 114.6 25.4 48.9 
AGRIGENE AG5955 114.0 26.S 50.1 
KRUGER K9408 113.6 22.9 55.1 
KRUGER K9308A 113.3 24.9 51.6 
ASGROW RX653 112.2 25.4 52.2 
CURRY 2154 109.8 22.2 53.2 
KRUGER k9410 108.7 26.5 51.4 
JACQUES 6970 108.1 25.0 51.9 
SEXAUER SX750 105.3 26.5 48.4 
FONTANELLE X0515 104.l 23.1 53.4 
STINE 1069 102.2 24.7 51.2 
TEST AVERAGE 121.8 24.1 52.5 
LSD (.05) ns 1.6 2.3 
CV · %  8.0 
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Table 3 .  1993 Corn Hybrid Perfor•ance Trial Results · Beresford , so. 
SE Research Far1. Late Maturity · 111 Days or aore. 
1993 HARVEST BUSHEL 
YIELDS MOIST. WEIGHT 
BRAND & HY8RI!} IYIA ,�} (LB_l 
PIONEER 3394 132.8 25. 9  50.7 
CARGILL 7697 132.2 29.0 50.6 
CARGILL 7997 131.8 29.1 48.9 
MW GENETICS G7786 131 . 2  27.0 52.7 
KALTENBERG K7SOS 126 .7  27 .2  ,1., 
PAYCO 814 126 .2  27.0 50.3 
HOEGEMEYER 2641 125 . 8  27.0 ,2.0 
SEXAUER SX780 124 .5 27 .6  ,1 . 8  
KALTENBERG K7209 124 .4 26 . 8  49. 7  
GOLDEN HARVEST H·2485 122 .9 25.l S2 .6  
KALTENBERG K7500 122.7 28 .2  51.7 
SANDS $019081 120.3 27 .0  49.l 
HORIZON 7115 120 .3 28.8 49 .2  
KRUGER K941S 119 .9 28.7 47 .3 
HORIZON 7711 119.4 28.9 47 .1 
CURRY 2182 119 . 3  27.5 50.0 
LEGEND LS931S 119 .2  27.9  50.0 
CIBA 4450 118 .6  28 .0 49.7 
ICI 8543 118 .3 27 . 3  49.2 
KRUGER K93l4A 118 .0  28.0 48.9 
SANOS SOI9l23 117 .5 27 .0  47 . 7  
STINE 1116A 117 .2  29 .0  48 . 2  
MW GENETICS G8445 116 .7  29.3 48.9 
KALTENBERG K7109 116 .1 27 . 4  48 . 7  
SIOUXLANO SS·92ll 116 .0  27 .6  51 . 8  
HOEGEMEYER 2621 llS.9 24 . 8  51.9 
KRUGER K9412 llS. 5  27 .3 48 .6  
PIONEER 3357 115 . 5  28 .2  50.2 
DEKALB DK 646 115.5 29 .8 46.8 
HORIZON 7878 llS .4 28.6 49 .4 
KRUGER 1<9311 llS .3 27.5 49.7 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·2530 114 .2  26.1 49 . 4  
NORTHRUP KING N·6484 114 .l  26.6 47 . 7  
TERRA TRllOl 113 .8 28 . 4  47 . 5  
CROW ' S  494 113 .4 28 .l 50.4 
LEGEND LS9313 112 .2  29 .6  46 .6  
WILSON £4353 112.1 26 .0  48 . 8  
PIONEER 3362 111 .5 27. 3  "8.9 
HOEGEMEYER 2628 111.4 28 .6  48 .6  
PAYCO 902 111 . l  28.S 48.7 
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Table 3 Continued. 
B8:AHI UflB8l O 
TERRA TR1090 
KRUGER K9414 
ICI 8539 
DEKALB DK 580 
TOP FARM SX1114 
AGRIPRO 605 
TERRA TR1125 
CIBA 4494 
DEKALB DK 623 
KRUGER K9314 
LEGEND LS9310 
SIOUXLANO SS·9109 
LEGEND LS9112 
CROW'S 401 
DAHLGREN DC·.545 
PAYCO 823 
KRUGER K931SA 
KRUGER K9414A 
TEST li\'VERAG£ 
LSD ( .05) 
CV · %  
1993 
YIELDS 
BlJ/A 
110.9 
109.7 
108.9 
108.9 
108.9 
107.7  
107.0 
105.9 
105.5 
104.2 
103 .6  
101.5 
95.2 
93.6 
90.2 
89.0 
63.6 
42.2 
112 . 4  
33.6 
14.9 
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HARVEST BUSHEL 
MOIST. WEIGHT 
CJ) lll) 
29.1 48. 1  
26.9 52.1 
27.1 52.6 
26.6 49. 0  
28.6 48.5 
29.4 48.4 
28.3 50. 1  
25.8 50. 8  
27.4 47.5 
28.7 48.8 
27.8 48.0 
27.3 49.6 
27.9 49.9 
27.8 45.9 
29.9 45.6 
27.8 47.4 
15.6 25.2 
15.7 22., 
27. 4  48. 5' 
NS NS 
Table 4. 1993 South Dakota Soybean Trial 
SE Researcn Far• (C14t taun.!ll , 
BRAND 
tjujlip 1 .. . . . . . 
SANOS 
NORTHRUP KING 
SEXAUER 
MUSTANG 
GOLDEN HARVEST 
... . ...  ,. . ,., 
... .._ ..... . 
SEXAUER 
SIGCO 
.... .. ..  ,.. .. ...  
SEXAUER 
KAUP ·-- ij; lf!  
SIGCO 
DAIRYLAND 
PIONEER .. -·�- ... ...  
DAIRYLAND 
9! 'W! ..... - . ..  ... .  -·- -
PIONEER . . .. . . .  . . ..... .. .. 
.. ... .. ...  ;ii. .. - --- . -
TEST AVERAGE 
LSO ( .05) 
CV · %  
YIELD 
VARIETY (SIJlAJ 
KENWOOD CK 47.9 
SOI 117 47.1 
S-1990 45.5 
SX 1890 45.0 
M ·1188 44.9 
H·1196 44.4 
LESLIE 44.2 
BSR 101 43.6 
sx 1941 43.6 
95 43.2 
PARKER 42.8 
SX 1991 42.0 
KS 1832 42.0 
WEBER 41.6 
BELL (SCN)CK 41.5 
94 41.4 
OSR·189 41.4 
9171 40.5 
KATO 40.4 
DSR·l73 39 .8 
BERT 39.2 
SIBLEY CK 27 .8 
9162 36.8 
KASOTA 36.5 
HARDIN 34.9 
ALPHA 34.6 
DAWSON CK 23.6 
41.0 
5 .l  
7.6 
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Results, Group I & II. 
Seeflm Junl! 11. 1993. 
YIELD 
�AHO VARIETY 'BU/A} 
GROUP II 
SANOS SOI 214 53.8 
MUSTANG M·l222 .52.6 
C & D SEEDS C & D 222 52.6 
CIBA 3253 52.2 
FONTANELLE 4052 52.l 
HOEGEMEYER 210 51.9 
AGRIPRO AP2122 51.8 
DAHLGREN DS252 51.7 
HILLCREST HC560 51.7 
KRUGER K2562 51.6 
DAHLGREN 03213 51.4 
ASGROW A2242 50.9 
EHRICH E·253 50.8 
PIONEER 9252 S0.6 
DIAMOND 0210 50.6 
LATHAM 660 50.5 
KALTENBERG KB241 50.5 
SEXAUER SX 2541 50.5 
KSC·CHALLENGER 1(2636 so.s 
SEXAUER SX 2390 50.4 
PIONEER 9203 .50.2 
DEKALB CX259 .50.2 
MW GENETICS G2200 ,0.1 
PAYCO 9023 so.o 
KALTENBERG 1(8224 50.0 
GOLDEN HARVEST H·1271 49.8 
GOLDEN HARVEST X228 49.8 
MW GENETICS 62505 49.7 
OE SOY 244 49.7 
KRUGER K2202A 49.7 
PAYCO 8927 49.7 
.... ....  ,Iii. .. .. ..  STURDY 49.6 
OESOY 277+ 49.6 
CENEX · LOL L2494 49.6 
l<AUP KS 2547 49.6 
HOEGEHEYER 225 49.S 
OESOY 233 49.S 
DEKALB CX264 49.S 
TOP FARM Tf 2000 49.5 
- ... ... .. ..  - HOLT 49.3 
Table 4 Continued 
YIELD YIELD 
BRAND VARIETY (BU/A} BRANO VARIETY (BU/A} .. . . . . .  ERIE 49 . 2  DAIRYLAND OSR-222 46 . 8  
PIONEER 9273 49.2 OE SOY 272+ 46.8 
DEKALB CX232 49.2 PROFISEED PS 2555 46.6 
KRUGER K2909 49.2 HILLCREST HC208 46.4 
. . ..  � op - HARCUS 49.1 STINE 2170 46.1 
DEKALB CX267 49.1 - - · · · ·  CONRAD 46 . 0  
HILLCREST HC253 49 .1 LEGEND SEEDS LS 2701 45.9 
PRAIRIE BRANO B-232 49 .0 · -- -- -- - ·  AMCOR 89 45.8 
SANSGAARO S-237 48.9 DAHLGREN 03285 45.8 
SANOS SOI 217 48.9 NORTHRUP KING S 2801 45.7 
GOLDEN HARVEST H -1263 48.9 C & 0 SEEDS C & D 272 45.7 
KRUGER K2666 48.8 PROFISEEO PS 2700 45 .6 
GREAT LAKES GL2928 48 . 8  .. ... ...  -"" """  ... ELGIN 87 45 . 4  
LATHAM 440 48.8 DAIRYLAND OSR-217 45 . l  
MW GENETICS G2440 48.8 KSC·CHALLENGER K2606 45.1 
KSC-CHALLENGER K2790 48.7 FONTANELLE 4290 44.6 
KAUP KS 2722 48 .6 .... ... ... ..  ,..&_  WELLS II 44.6 
AGRIPRO AP2040 48 .6 ... ., ... CENTURY 84 44.1 
KALTENBERG 1(8223 48 .6 KRUGER K2808A 44.0 
MUSTANG M- 1260 48 .5  KALTENBERG K8261 43.5 
SEXAUER SX 2231 48 .5  NEWTON 43.0 
KRUGER 1(2808 48 . 4  . - - - - - BURLISON 42.l 
PRAIRIE BRAND PB-277 48 . 4  PROFISEEO PS X272 41.8 
PRAIRIE BRANO PB·252 48.3 - ------ SIBLEY CK 40.0 
SANSGAARD S-247 48 .3 .. ... .... .. ... ..  RESNIK CK 35 . 3  
. .  - - . .  HACK 48 . 2  TEST AVERAGE 48.l 
l<SC·CHALLENGER K22l2 48 . 2  LSC (. OS) 4.3 
. ..  .,., ,Iii"' "" KENWOOD CK 48.2 CV · %  5.5 
ASGROW A2506 48.l 
LATHAM 480 48.0 
LEGEND SEEDS LS 2371 48.0 
KRUGER K2202 47 .8 
HY-VIGOR 1(-3903 47.7 
HOEGEMEYER 241 47 .6 
PAYCO 9225 47 .6 
... . . .. .. CORSOY 79 47.5 
MUSTANG M-1325 47.4 
KALTENBERG KB270 47.4 
ASGROW A2396 47.3 
FONTANELLE 4701 47 . 2  
KSC·CHALLENGER K2555 47 . 2  
ICI 0260 47.1 
SEXAUER SX 2785 47.1 
' Iii"'  .. .. ...  "" - ELGIN 46 .9  
t<sc .. cHALLENC.ER K2707 46 . 9  
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S .E. FARM 
REPORT 
OAT RESEARCH 
Dale Reeves and Lon Hall 
Plant Science 93·12 
The pre11•1nary herbicide screening test is a cooperative effort with the 
oat project and the extension weed staff to screen established varieties and 
pro111s1ng lines for herbicide injury. Reco•aended and doubled rates are 
applied to four varieties or lines at the 3·4 leaf stage. This year the data 
was averaged over the Northeast and Brookings locations. Due to excess 
•oisture the Southeast location was lost. These data show MCPA aa1ne. 
Bronate, and the low rate of MCPA+dicamba caused the least injury; however, 
this •ay change with the variety, location, year, or stage of plant 
develop�ent. Generally, MCPA a11ine caused the least &Mount of injury. Other 
data has shown plants are more sensitive to eronate applied at the 6·7 leaf 
stage compared to the 3 ·4 leaf stage. �- . ,._ - -- .. _. ..... __ .. �--- - � - --- -,ii, - - - • • - """!: §.  . ..  �- *"-- --- --=- · - --- - - .,...._ • .  ;.;. ,.;; 
2 LOCATION % OF CHECK 
HERBICIDE TREATMENT AVERAGE - . . .... ..  -. jj,, 9" "!P - W: !ii! !li  
· · · · · · · - - - - - · · · · · · · ·  · · · · · · · · - - - - - - 2 LOC 2 LOC 
rate YIELD TWT AVG AVG 
(aila) (bu/a) (lb/b) YLO TWT 
CHECK 78.0 28.8 100 100 
MCPA AM. .5 79.6 29.8 102 103 
MCPA AM. 1 78.l 29.9 100 104 
2, 4·0 AM. .5 61.7 31.4 79 109 
2 ,4 ·0  AM. 1 45 .5 30.9 58 107 
BRONATE .75 76.6 29.3 98 102 
BRONATE 1 15.9 28.5 91 99 
OICAMBA+HCPA AH .125+.25 75.1 29 .0  96 101 
DICAMBA+MCPA AM .25+.5 69.3 29.2 89 101 
MEAN 70.2 29.6 91 102 .9  
Co11parisons are 1ade with the check. 
Her bi ci da 1 injury varies with env 1 ron1enta 1 condit 1 ons, therefore. 
several location·years are needed to show overall effects and interactions 
with variety, herbicide, and environment. 
A total of 1134 yield plots were planted. A yield test of early 
generation lines that are equal to or earlier than Don in heading date 
produced some very pro mis 1 ng 11 nes. The uni for• ear 1 y nursery, ear 1 y advanced 
yield nursery, and preliminary herbicide screening test were not harvested due 
to drown out. The Tri ·state nursery is composed of six checks and ten 
promising lines from each state of North Dakota, Minnesota, and South Dakota. 
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ALFALFA CULTIYAR YIELD TEST 
E.K. Twidwell, K.O. Kephart, R. Bortne•, 
A. Boe, end s. Anderson 
Plant science 93·13 
One alfalfa cultivar yield experi•ent was conducted at the SE station 
during 1993. This test was conducted to deter•ine yield perfor1ance of 
various alta1fa cult1vars and experimental lines when grown 1n SE South 
Dakota. 
Three harvests were obtained from the experi�ent, which was seeded 1n 1991. 
Average three-cut total DH yield was 5.55 TIA, and so•e significant 
differences were detected a•ong the 36 entries (Table 1).  This total yield 
was over 1 TIA higher than total yields reported in 1992. Average yields 
for the three harvests in 1993 ranged fro• 0.91 TIA for the third harvest 
to 3.05 T/A for the first harvest. These first-cutting yields are 
extre•ely high for the SE station, and they can probably be attributed to 
the above-nor�al precipitation received during May and early June. Two­
year average yield for this experi•ent was 4.92 TIA, with so•e significant 
differences detected a•ong the entries. The cult1var ' Blazer XL' yielded 
significantly lower than all of the other cult1vars except for ' 2833' for 
the first harvest. For both the second and third harvests Blazer XL 
perfor•ed better in ter•s or relative ranking, but it still was one of the 
lower-producing cultivars. In 1992 Blazer XL produced a three-cut total 
yield that was only about one·half as great as that of the other cultivars 
(Table 1).  The low productivity of this cultivar was probably due to poor 
establishment during the seeding year. It 1s also interesting to note that 
three of the other lowest yielding cultivars (Riley, Baker, and Vernal) are 
all public cultivars that have been •arketed for over thirty years. 
Data will be collected fro• this cultivar trial for one •ore year. Results 
of this yield test are useful in the selection of alfalfa cultivars for 
forage production. Heasure�ents of forage yield taken over several 
harvests and years are usually aore useful than are averages fro• a single 
harvest. 
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Table 1.  Foreae yield of 36 •lfelf• cultlv•r• pl.nted April  24, 1991 at the Southea1tern Research 
Station, Bere1ford1 SO. 
,uHf\'ar 
Webfoot MPR (a) 
DK 122 
Aseet 
Multi·plier 
Arrow 
sx 217 
88R20 (b) 
Guardann 
GK m 
Dawn 
Nqrul 111 
crown 11  
90792 (b) 
Victory 
GM 755 
5262 
5364 
lCEA92 (b) 
Flagship 75 <•> 
120 
Multiatar <•> 
2852 
Dart 
Wl 317 
Cl•rron VR 
Eel ipae 
Ni lk Maker 1 1  
W90VSX (b) 
G.trat 645 
S.r....ac: AR 
2&33 
Ri ley 
laker 
SOHL1L (b) 
vernal 
Blazer XL 
AVERAGE 
Maturity (c) 
LSD �0.05� 
1992 22!.1 X of 
3·Cut cw: , m Cut J 1�cur 92 to 93 2·year 
Total 6/15 7'il 0£1 Tout AWl'MM "XS"llt 
••••••••••••  tone ON I •ere •••••••••••••••••• • x • 
4.n l.11 1.98 1.31 6.41 5.57 113 
4.42 3.65 1 .85 1 .12 6.61 S.S1 112 
4.86 3.22 1.71 1 . 1 1  6.04 5.45 111  
4.n 3.37 1.71 0.97 6.06 5.39 110 
4.55 3.41 1.83 0.99 6.22 5.39 109 
4.35 3.10 1.96 1.32 6.31 5.37 109 
4.21 3.24 1.93 ,. t9 6,36 5.21 107 
4.17 3.44 1 .&3 1.09 6.36 5.26 107 
4.36 3.18 1 .82 1.10 6.10 5.23 106 
4.51 3.13 , • 73 1.00 5.87 5. 19 105 
4.95 3.05 1 .62 o.n 5.39 S.17 105 
4.25 3.07 1 .79 1.17 6.02 5.1J 104 
4.37 2.85 1 .77 1 .17 5.78 s.oe 103 
4.78 3. 11  1.50 0.75 S.36 5.07 103 
4.66 3.10 1.60 0.78 5.47 5.06 1Q] 
4.08 3.14 1.73 1.17 6.04 5.06 103 
3.98 l.82 ,.so o.ao 6. 12 5.05 103 
4.46 2.65 1 .86 1.12 S.62 5.04 102 
4.32 3.01 1 .76 0.94 5.71 5.01 102 
4.44 3.21 1.54 0.75 5.SO 4.97 101 
4.09 3.31 1 .SI 0.95 5.84 4.96 101 
4.20 3.22 1 .54 0.92 5.67 4.94 100 
4.39 2.15 1.64 1.09 5.47 4.9J 100 
4.57 2.95 1.46 0.86 5.26 4.92 100 
4.59 2.99 1.47 0.70 S.15 4.87 99 
4.08 l.13 1 .45 o.u 5.45 4.76 97 
4.14 3.16 1.55 0.66 5.37 4.75 97 
4.10 3.16 1.54 0.71 5.41 4.75 97 
4.1a 2.U 1.47 0.96 5.31 4.75 96 
4.05 2.14 1.62 0.87 5.33 4.69 95 
4.09 2.44 1.52 o.ao 4.76 4.42 90 
4.10 2.86 1.22 0.54 4.62 4.36 19 
4.13 v;e 1.17 0.41 4.55 4.34 • 
4.15 2.81 0.94 0.47 4.22 4.18 85 
4.06 2.65 1 .10 0.38 4.13 4.09 &3 
2.10 1.89 1.29 0.86 4.04 3.07 62 
4.28 3.05 1.60 0.91 5.55 4.92 
5.1  6.0 4.1 
Q.M 2aM 2.;ii 2.H 2.2! 2.,� 
<•> Variety entered H experl111nt•l, dlt• 1111y not reflect perfoMMnCe of c011111erclal teed. 
(b) Experlnient•l ttne1 not currently 1111rketed. 
(c) Kalu and Ffck. (1983> Index, 11t1n •t•1• by CCU)t. 
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POTATO LEAFHOPPER CONTROL IN ALFALFA 
Murdick J .  McLeod. Edward K. Twidwe l l ,  
and Dale J .  Gall enberg 
Plant science 93-14 
Potato l eafhoppers •igrate into South Dakota each year and are capable 
of causing extensive da•age to f1rst·year and established stands of alfalfa. 
These s•al l ,  green, wedge-shaped insects n.s_crt p1ertttng·suck1ng •outhparts 
into leaf tissue and withdraw plant sap. c8Us1ng_ w1lti� and reduced vigor or 
plant tissue. In addition, l eathoppers 1njcct • tolin into the plant whi le 
feeding which results 1n a yel lowing of the tls:susT cam•onl y  referred to as 
'hopper burn• . D m.ag-e to alfalfa is •anyfold. reed1og results lnr pl nt burn 
and reduced vigor and v1tality of the plant. Feel11ng dasag� •1� also1 result 
in yield reduatlon, aru:r wi l l  s1gn1t1cantly reduee Quality coap_on�nt:s of the 
alfal fa crop. 
Because potato leafhoppers aigrate to South Dakota fro• southern states, 
daaag1ng popula:tiana are difficult to predict. The only effective way to 
aoni tor f1or this pest; is by using an 1 nsect sweep net. A 1 fa 1 ta fie 1 ds shou 1 d 
be aonitorre-d •��kly lhroughout the second and third al falfa cutting periods, 
and newly established al falta should be 1onitored closely. Established 
econo•ic thresholds are based on the nuaber of leathoppers captured per sweep 
of the net and the growth stage ot the alfalfa crop (the shorter the al falfa, 
the lower the threshold ) .  
The purpose ot this study was to evaluate control strategies for potato 
leafhopper in estabtlshmi lfa1fa. The in.ain c.antrol strateg1_cs tor potato 
l eafhopper '"  South D&ko't� 1nclude a rigorous 1t0nU;orin9 pF'ogru and 
application o •n tnsecticl� or early harvssl cf tne erap whll!ff an eeanoa1c 
threshold is re£he,L levera1 register:ed 1n£aet-fcide.s were evaluate.ct tor 
potato l eafhopper control and co•pared to untreated checks and early harvested 
al fal fa plots. 
Methods 
Plots were estab11 shed in a 3-year old field of al fal ta at the SE 
Station. Plots aeasured 30 feet by 30 feet. Treatments consisted of eight 
registered insecticide treataents, an untreated check, and an early harvest 
treat•ent .  Each treat•ent was repl icated four ti•es in a rando•ized coaplete 
block design. 
Plots were aon1tored tw1 ce week 1 y starting short 1 y a tter the f 1 rst 
cutting was reaoved using a standard 15 inch diaaeter sweep net. Ten sweeps 
were taken fro• the center area ot each plot and the total nu•ber ot adult and 
ny11phal l eafhoppers per ten sweeps recorded. An econoaic threshold was 
reached on July 21, 1993. 
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The following day, insecticide applications were 1ade using a hand-held C02 
operated spray boo• with rour, 8002 nozzles on 19 inch centers. Treat•ents 
were applied in a final spray volu•e ot 20 gallons per acre. On the day ot 
insecticide application, the early harvest plots were harvested by re1ov1ng 
approx1•ately a 45 tt2 area fro• the center or the plot. Alfalfa was weighed 
1n the field, a one-pound subsa•ple was taken and dried. Alfalfa dry •atter 
yield was calculated fro• total plot fresh weight and dry aatter concentration 
data. The insecticide treated plots were harvested either 7 or 14 days after 
treat•ent, depending on the preharvest interval for that particular 
insecticide. The sa•e harvest 1ethod was used as described for the early 
harvest plots. Potato leafhopper populations were •easured in all plots 4, 
7, 10, and 14 days after insecticides were applied. 
Results and Discussion 
Mean number of potato leafhoppers per sweep are recorded in Table 1 for 
one day before and 4, 7, 10, and 14 days after treatment with insecticides. 
A threshold was reached on July 21, 1993. All insecticides used 1n this 
study provided adequate protection or alfalfa by aaintaining populations below 
the economic threshold for at least 14 days after treat1ent. All 1nsectic1de 
treated plots had significantly lower potato leafhopper dens1t1es than the 
untreated check 4, 7, and 10 days after treat.ent. However, 14 days after 
treatment, the Sevin BOS+ D1aethoate tank 1tx treated plots dtd not have 
sign1f1cantly lower nu1bers of potato leafhopper than the untreated check. 
Differences 1n yield due to potato leafhopper daaage were not detected 1n this 
experi•ent. However, s1•11ar studies have documented a reduction 1n yield 
tro1 potato leafhopper feeding. Reduction ot alfalfa quality due to potato 
leafhopper feeding 1s generally •ore sign1t1cant than reduction 1n yield. Two 
alfalfa quality co•ponents, crude protein and neutral detergent fiber, are 
being evaluated for these plots but data are not yet available for this 
report. 
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Table 1. Potato Leafhopper Control on a 3·year old stand of Alfalfa, 
Rate PLH/10 1weegs 
Treat•ent/for• 11!a{AI)/acre 21 Jul 26 Jul 2'9 Jul 2 AUp 
011ethoate 400 0 .25 43 4 2 4 
Sevin BOS 1 . 0  49 3 4 3 
Sevin BOS + 0 .75 
Oi•ethoate 400 0 . 125 53 6 5 7 
Furadan 4F 0 . 25 39 1 3 7 
Lorsban 4E 0.5 59 5 3 s 
Pencap·M 0.5 54 3 4 3 
Pounce 3. 2EC 0.1 79 1 2 1 
Malathion 57EC 1.25 43 ' 4 6 
Early Harvest SS 
Control 49 24 28 24 
LSD (P • 0.05) NS 12 11 12 • P>F .11 .002 .001 .004 Cl:'!! 
SE Far•, 
1, Aug 
s 
3 
9 
5 ' ' 
6 
3 
13 
4 
.003 
8eresford1, S1U 1993 
Yield 
lb/acre 
2408 
2901 
3258 
2840 
2803 
2919 
3622 
2629 
2604 
3024 
NS 
.20 
t'tll_ 
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EFFECT OF TILLAGE SYSTEMS UPON AGRICHEMICAL 
MOVEMENT IN SOILS ABOVE THE PARKER-CENTERVILLE AQUIFER 
K.A. Brix·Oavis, S.A. Clay, D.E. Clay, 
T.E. Schu•acher, and R. Berg 
Plant SC1ence 93·1S 
Introduction Society is reexa11n1ng the associated costs of rood produc· 
tion that results in the degradation or drinking water quality supplied 
rro1 ground water sources. Use of agriche•icals has become essential 1n 
the econoaic production or agricultural goods for aaxi•u• yields and low 
food costs for consu1ers. various agricultural production aanage•ent 
systems may decrease the amount or agriche1icals that enter a shallow 
aquifer system. 
The Parker-Centerville aquifer has been identified as vulnerable to non­
po1nt source contamination by agr1chemica1s due to intensive agricultural 
production overlying the sandy soils of the aquifer recharge area. Re· 
charge 1s pri•arily by infiltration of rainfall or irrigation water applied 
to the land area. The Parker-Centerville Aquifer has been Monitored tor 
agriche•ical contamination by the Oepart1ent of Environ•ental and Natural 
Resources (DENR) since 1988. 
Agr1che•1cal aoveaent through soil is influenced by aany factors such as 
soil characteristics,  precipitation quantity and intensity, and tillage 
syste•s. Tillage syste• aanageaent May reduce the a•ount or conta1ination 
to the aquifer while •aintaining the econo•ic viability of the agricultural 
production system. Ridge tillage syste•s that produce a predictable 
microrelief pattern combined with the place•ent or agriche1icals at pos1· 
tions that promote reduced agr1chemical movement aay produce system manage· 
ment options that decrease or el1a1nate conta11nat1on of drinking water 
supplies. The current study was conducted in 1992 and 1993 to determine if 
fertilizer and herbicide placement and fertilizer application ti1ing 1n 
ridge and chisel t111age systems could be used to Manage agriche1ical 
move1ent while sustaining crop production. 
Materials and Methods Chisel and ridge tillage plots were established in 
1992 and continued in 1993 near Centerville, so on an Enet loa• (fine silty 
over sandy or sandy skeletal, •ixed, •esic Typ1c Haplustoll). Nitrogen 
fertilizer and herbicide treatments were separated into two different plot 
areas. Each treat1ent was repl1cated 4 ti•es. 
In 1993, field plots following planting and herbicide application were 
flooded to the extent of severely liMiting crop growth. fertilizer treat· 
ments at both planting and 6 leaf corn stage were not applied. However, 
soil samples were collected throughout the 1993 growing season 1n herbicide 
and fertilizer plot areas. 
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Atrazine (4L) and alachlor (Lasso 4EC) were broadcast over the plot area, 
banded over the row, or not applied. Atrazine at a rate of 2 pt/A (1 lb 
ai/A) and alachlor at a rate ot 3 pt/A (1.5 lb ai/A) were surface applied 
at pree•ergence (May 5) in 1992. Herbicides were applied 4 weeks after 
planting (June 21) in 1993 when corn had e•erged 1-inch above the soil 
surface. Band applications were applied in a 10-inch wide band over the 
corn row, utilizing one third of the total herbicide applied to broadcast 
treat•ents and covering one third of the land area. 
In 1992, 1echan1cal cultivation was utilized 4 and 7 weeks after planting 
in the interrow areas. Weed and corn populations were 1easured at 1, 3, 
and 5 weeks after planting. Soil sa•ples were collected at O·, 2·, S·, 11· 
, and 22-weeks after herbicide application. Herbicides were extracted fro• 
soil using standard techniques and the extract was analyzed ror atrazine 
and alachlor by gas chro•atography techniques. In 1993, soil sa•ples were 
collected prior to herbicide application and 1·, 6·, and 14-weeks after 
herbicide application. Herbicide application treataent differences in 1993 
were evident throughout the growing season. 
Plant samples were collected at S-(6·1eaf corn stage), ll· (Silk1ng stage), 
and 22·(Post·harvest) weeks after herbicide application. Corn was harvest­
ed by hand 18 reeks after application. Weed b1o•ass troa row and interrow 
areas (1. 95 ft ) was harvested fro• the plot area and dried at 105° C. 
Weed b1o•ass was used to deter•ine efficiency of the band and broadcast 
application techniques for weed control. 
Fertilizer treat•ents (1992 only) consisted of 3 rates, 2 application 
tiaings, and 2 place•ent areas. Nitrogen fertilizer (UAN) was applied at 
0, 62 t or 125 l b  N/ Acre at two ti•ings (planting and six leaf corn stage) 
and at two place•ents (7 and 15 inches fro• the row). Soil sa•ples were 
collected at preplant, 6-leaf stage, silking stage, and harvest fro• the 
O· to 2-foot depth. Inorganic N was extracted fro• field aoist soil with 1 
� KCl (10: 1 solution/ soil ratio) and analyzed on a Wescan a••onia analyz­
er using a Zn reduction column. Grain was hand harvested on Septeaber 25, 
1992. 
Even though fertilizer treat•ents were not applied during l993 t soil 
sa1ples were collected on April 28 and June 21. These 1993 data will give 
inforaation on the loss of residual inorganic nitrogen under saturated 
field cond1t1ons. 
Results 
1992 Herbicide Plot Results 
1992 Alachlor Results 
Alachlor dissipated rapidly during the 1992 season at the O·S ca depth 
(Table 1). At the 11 week sa�pling date, only one-third of the aaount of 
alachlor present at 2 weeks after application was detected in 33 % or the 
samples collected from each treatMent. By 22 weeks (post-harvest), little 
alachlor re•ained in the O·S c• depth. The •ost rapid dissipation of 
alachlor occurred in the broadcast interrow area. The alachlor in the band 
applied row area in either the ridge or chisel tillage syste• had the 
slowest dissipation rate. Alachlor was not detected below the 0·5 c• depth 
in either tillage treat•ent or with either application technique (data not 
shown). 
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1"2 Atraz1ne Results 
Atraz1ne re•ained 1n  the 0·5 c• soil for a longer period of t1ae and at 
higher levels than alachlor (Table 1 and 2) . The a•ount of atrazine 
•easured at the 2 week sa11pling date was 4 to s ti•es greater than alachl· 
or, although atrazine was applied at a lower rate. Atraz1ne persisted 
throughout the growing season with approx1•ately 661 ot the saaples having 
•easurable atraz1ne a•ounts at 22 weeks (post harvest). 
In broadcast treataents, atraz1ne was detected at the 30·45 ca depth (18-24 
1nches) in both the row and interrow of the chisel and ridge tillage 
treataents 11 weeks after application (Table 3). At harvest, atrazine was 
not detected any lower than 12-18 1n sa•p11ng 1ncre1ent. These data see• 
to indicate that atraz1ne at the 12-18 in depth dissipated by the end of 
the season. However, so•e atrazine re•ained in the surface soil. This 
reaa1n1ng herbicide aay be diluted to nondetectible levels throughout the 
winter or aay be a hazard as a non·point source or atrazine contaa1nat1on 
during spring recharge events. 
Placing atrazine in a band on ridge tops slightly decreased the downward 
moveMent of atrazine, especially in interrow areas in the ridge tillage 
syste• (Table 4). The highest nu•ber of detections at the deeper depths 
occurred at 11 weeks arter app11cat1on when atrazine was found in the 12-18 
1n 1ncre•ent. At harvest, atrazine was not detected any lower than 6·12 in 
sampling incre1ent in the chisel tillage system or 2·6 in saap11ng incre­
ment 1n the ridge tillage syste•. 
1992 Herbicide Plot Crap Yield and leed Control Results 
Yields ranged fro• 154 to 171 bu/A at 15� ao1sture (Fig. 1). In the chisel 
tillage syste•, the band application treataent yielded slightly less than 
the broadcast application treatment. In the ridge tillage syste1, the band 
application treat•ent yielded slightly more than the broadcast application 
treat•ent. However, there were no significant yield differences between 
t111ages or treat•ents. 
Six-leaf plant stover yields were co1parable between treataents. Chisel 
tillage syste1 treat•ents yielded 1ore dry aatter at silking when co11pared 
to ridge tillage system treatMents (Fig .2) .  At harvest, stover yields 
were s1•1lar tor all tillage systems and treatments. Green foxtail was the 
priaary weed species 1n all treat1ent areas. At harvest, weed b1o•ass 
varied greatly between application treat•ents (Fig.3). Broadcast applica­
tion in both tillage syste1s had slightly less weed b1o•ass than band 
treat•ents. In the ridge tillage syste•, the control had few weeds and 
showed no reduction in yield when coapared to the broadcast application 
treatment. 
1993 Fert11 1zer Plot Results 
Soil inorganic N: Prior to fert111zing and planting the soil contained 50 
lbs total inorganic NIA (nitrate plus a••on1ua) (Table 1). Approxi•ately 
� of this N was in the a••oniu• tor•. Based on a 160 bu/A yield goal and 
30 lbs N03·N (60% or 50 lbs NIA) the fertilizer reco•Mendation tor this 
field would have been 162 lbs NIA. 
At s1lk1ng, the a•ount or inorganic N in the surface 2 reet of so11 1n· 
creased w1th N rate. When 62.5 lbs NIA was ap 11cd i i norganic N remaining 
in the soil was not influenced by till age or platelll!nt. WhBn 12.5 1bs NIA 
was applied at planting t the a11ount 01· 1oorpn'ic N rem8in1fl9 in the soil 
was not influenced by placement or ti"t lag!. Howev-cr, 111hen 125 ,o, MIA 111:s. 
applied at the six· leaf stage t higher aimunts or 1norgani:c N re-ma1ncd1 'l ri  
the top 2 feet of soil when placed in the row than the valley. 
In the control treatment t inorganic N remaining in the soil at harvest was 
higher than at silking. When 62 lb NIA was applied, inorganic N either 
remained the same or decreased from silking to harvest. In the chisel 
tillage syste• t fertilizer place•ent influenced the a•ount of soil N 
re•aining at harvest tor 62 lbs NIA appHen. 1th 1erti11zar l:>a1mJ epp1 ied 
in the row at planting t more fertil iz1?r may have been 1 eacned -due lo 
increased stem flow water movement th1--oYgtm1J"t the s.eason eDIJ)Bre:.d to the 
valley application treat•ent. At the six lear appll�trtion. the rcrtt112er 
remained in the soil when the fertili:?:er w:as �Hed � n  t:nn raw. lhen 125 
lb NIA was applied t inorganic N in th1! surrace 2 reet af H11  1mcre111eu 
fro• silking to harvest. 
Inorganic H at harvest was similar in all ridge tillage treatments. In the 
chisel plow treatMents, less inorganic N re•ained in the soil when 125 lbs 
NIA was row than valley applied. Lower inorganic N amounts may be due to 
increased N uptake by corn or increased N loss. 
Corn Yields 
The application of 62 lbs NIA increased corn grain yields from 92 to 149 
bu/A (Table 6). Doubling the N rate fro• 62 to 125 lbs NIA further in· 
creased grain yields 13 bu/A. Fertilizer placeMent and t1•ing d1d not 
influence grain yields 1n the chisel plow treatment (Table 7). 
In the ridge tillage treatment, fertilizer app11cat1on date did not influ­
ence grain yields. However, fertilizer placement influenced yields, as 
grain yields were increased 12 bu/A when 62 lb NIA was applied tn the row 
rather than the valley (Table 8). When 125 lb NIA were applied fertilizer 
placement did not influence grain yields. It is tnteresting to note that 
inorganic N was higher at silking when 125 lb N/A were applied at 6 leaf 
stage in the row when compared to valley applied fertilizer. These finding 
suggest that fertilizer efficiency was higher for row than valley applied N 
fertilizer in the ridge tillage treat•ent. 
SUllll8ry 
Herbicide: Alachlor dissipated rapidly in soil regardless of application 
technique. Atrazine persisted throughout the 1992 season. The band 
application treatment had less downward movement or atrazine in the soil 
profile, especially in the ridge tillage systea, when co1pared to the 
broadcast application treataent. With the band application treat•entt 
plots were weedier, however, yields were maintained with only one third of 
the herbicide applied to the soil. 
The reduction in herbicide load with a band sys� aay reduce tne cirlancl!!l, 
of herbicide aoving into the aquifer. tr bandln; is i:nu�l�d w1th I i 1dga 
tillage syste111, this •ay reduce a large perccrttage of the h9rb1c1tte leach· 
1ng proble•. At this time, 1993 herbicida B-BMp1es ara being processed ta 
deter•ine •ove•ent under saturated and 1 at tiaas, rigtJded con�tt1a�s. Tnia 
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project w111 be continued through the 1994 growing season. 
Fertilizer: Nitrogen aanage�ent should focus on supplying the plant with 
nitrogen at the time which the plant can utilize 1t 1ost eft1ciently. With 
the ridge tillage syste• at the 62 lbs NIA rate, row applied fertilizer 
exhibited a yield increase coapared to valley applied fertilizer. 
A thirteen bu/A gra1n yield increase was exhibited between the 62 lbs NIA 
and 125 lbs NIA fertilizer rate treataents applied in 1992. At harvest, 
soil inorganic N content for plots with 62 lbs NIA applied rate was 52 lbs 
NIA while plots with 125 lbs NIA applied rate was 55 lbs NIA. At the 125 
lbs NIA rate, approximately 16 lbs NIA was used to produce the 13 bu yield 
increase and an additional 3 lbs NIA ) was in the so11 inorganic N at 
harvest, accounting for 16 lbs NIA of the additional 62 lbs NIA applied 
when co•pared to the 62 lbs N/A rate. Forty-six-lbs NIA are unaccounted, 
being avai1able for leaching, den1tr1t1cation. or 1 .. ob11 1zation. With 
sandy soils overlying a shallow aquifer, leaching of nitrogen 1s a serious 
threat to groundwater quality. 
Soil saMples collected in 1993 wi11 be analyzed to attain 1nfor•ation on 
the move•ent of inorganic N under saturated conditions. The project w111 
continue in the 1994 season. 
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Table 1. Alachlor detection at 0·2 in depth in band and broadcast appl1cat1on treatments at row and 
interrow positions in chisel and ridge tillage systems at 2. s. 11, and 22 weeks following herbicide 
application. The nu•ber in parentheses is the nu•ber of saMples that had alach1or detections. Three 
sa•ples were analyzed for each treat•ent. 
I 
Broadcast Application 
Weeks after Row Inter row 
application 
,------
Chisel Ridae Chisel Ridge 
· - - � � - · ·· · · � · · - - � - - - - - � • - & 5 w • � - -µg 1lachlor 
2 0.12 (3) 0.15 (2) 
5 0.1, (1) 0.03 (1) 
11 0.04 (1) 0.03 (1) 
22 0.02 (1) NO 
1 Detection Li•it . 0 .005 p.g alachlor 
2 NS - No saMple analyzed 3 NO - No herbicide detected 
0.12 (3) 0.15 (2) 
I 0.03 (1) ND3 
NO NO 
ND ND 
Band Application 
Row Inter row 
Chisel Ridge Chisel I Ridge 
1 I g so1 1  · · · · · ·- · · · · · ···· · ·· · · - - - - · � - ·· · - · ·  
I 0.10 (3) 0.24 (3) NS2 NS 
0.05 (1) 0.31 (1) NO 0.05 (1) 
0.04 (2) 0.04 (1) ND 0.02 (1) 
ND ND ND NO 
Table 2. Atrazine detection at 0-2 in depth in band and broadcast app11cat1on treat1ents at row and 
1 nterrow positions in chisel and ridge tillage syste•s at 2 .  5, 11. and 22 weeks following herbicide 
application. The nu•ber in parentheses is the nuMber of sa�ples that had atraz1ne detections. Three 
samples were analyzed for each treatment. 
Broadcast A�plication Band AoD11cat1on 
Weeks after Row Inter row Row Inter row 
application 
Chisel Ridge Chisel Ridge Chisel RidaL Chisel R1dae ' 
1 · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · ·JIQ atraz1ne/ g so11 - - · · · · · · · · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2 0.58 (3) 0.45 (3) 
5 0.23 (3) 0.14 (3) 
11 0.17 (3) 0.12 (3) 
22 0.09 (2) 0.04 (2) 
1 Detection L1M1t • 0.005 p.g atrazine 
2 NS - No sample analyzed 
3 ND - No herbicide detected 
0.58 (3) 
0.11 (2) 
0.08 (3) 
0.04 (2) 
0 .45 (3) 0.52 (3) 0.82 (3) NS
2 NS 
0.01 (3) 0.10 (2) 0.56 (2) ND
3 0.09 (3) 
o .os (3) 0.44 (3) 0.31 (3) 0.09 (1) 0.01 (1) 
ND 0.05 (2) 0 .02 (2) 0 . 03 (1) 0.02 (2) 
Table 3 .  Atrazine detection through the so11 profile in a broadcast herbicide app11cat1on treat1ent 1n a 
chisel plow and ridge tillage system in 1992 at 5, 11, and 22 weeks after application. The nu•ber in 
parentheses is the nu1ber of samples that had atrazine detections. Three sa•ples were analyzed for each 
treat•ent. 
Row lnb.rr�w 
Depth Chisel Ridae Chisel Ridge 
· - · · ·  • • • • • • • • • • • • •  _ _ _ _  .. ,.. .. · · -· · ·l,tg' r&tt"8�1rne/ g S01 1 1 - - --- - - -- - - · -·- - - - - - - - - - - - ·  � - - · ·  
5 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
0-2 0 .23 (3) 
2-6 0 . 01 (2) 
6-12 ND 
11 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
0-2 0 . 17 (3) 
2-6 0 . 05 (2) 
6-12 0.03 (1) 
12-18 0 .02 (2) 
22 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
0·2 0.09 (2) 
2-6 0.01 (3) 
6 ·12 0 . 01 (1) 
1.?-1� �!.l I I b11t,ct,t on :t..r11111U • O.IIJ� l'9 2 ND• No herb1c1de detected atrazine 
0.14 
0 .01 
0.01 
0.12 
0 .12 
0 . 02 
0 . 01 
0.04 
0 . 03 
0 . 01 
(3) 0 .11 (2) 0.01 (3) 
(1) 0.01 (1) N0
2 
{1) NO NO 
(3) 0.08 (2) 0 . 05 (3) 
(3) 0.01 (1) 0 . 01 (1) 
(2) 0 .01 (1) 0 . 01 (2) 
(3) 0 . 03 (1) 0.01 (1) 
(2) 0.04 (2) ND 
(1) ND 0.01 (1) 
(1) NO NO 
NO. �m Nl'.I. 
54 
I 
Table 4 .  Atrazine detection through the so11 profi l e  1n a band herbicide application treatMent in a 
chisel plow and ridge ti l lage system i n  1992 at 5 ,  11, and 22 weeks after appl ication. The number 1n 
parentheses i s  the nu•ber of saMples that had atraz1ne detections. Three sa1p1es were analyzed for each 
treat•ent. 
Ra� lnteriraw 
Oept.h Chisel ltt dgo, Chisel I�'�® 
· · · · · - - · � · · · · � - - - - · · · · · · · � · · wua atraz1ne/ g soil 1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · � · · · -
5 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
0·2 I 0 .. 103 (l) o .. ,, (2) N01 Q .. 0?3 (,3) 
2·6 0 .. 01 (1) 0.01 (1) N.� NO 
6�12' NO 0.01 U) 1(11, 0l  (U 0 . 01 (,2) 
11 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
10�2 a .•, (2) 0.31 (3,) 0.0, [1) O�Ol (l] I 
2·6 ().01 GU a • .u Ci} O.Ol U> 0 .. 01 1( 1) 
6·12 1.02 (%) a.� (3) 0 . 01 U) f,10 
12-18 0.01 (2) lh 01 U) 0 . 01 (1) Hlll 
22 WEEKS AFTER APPLICATION 
0·2 0.100 (2) 0 .. 021 t.21 o.m tu fll.02 (2} 
2�16 0.02 cu 10 . 02  C�U 01 .. 01 (2) 
6-12 D.O,l {1) NI NG MD 
'1'7.'1RI Nl1 l\iln fin INn 
I Oetectton L1•,t • Q-::1:)05 l'9 alrazine 
I ND· No herbicide detected 
Table s. The influence of tillage, N rate. and fertilizer place•ent on 
inorganic N (a••on1u• and nitrate) contained in the surface 2 feet at 3 
different sa•p11ng dates. 
= 
Fertilizer Place•ent 
P1ant1na Six Leaf 
Til laae N Rate Valley Row LSO,. l\t: Val ley Row LSD"' '"' 
lbs NIA -----·····-lbs NIA------······---· 
I Pre.Plant 
Chisel 0 43.l -
Ridae 0 44.l 
Chisel 62 72.0 57.5 NS1 56.4 59 .7  NS 
RidQ,e 62 37.4 42.4 NS 43.7 49.0 NS 
Chisel 125 53.8 48 . .5 NS 54.0 40.6 NS 
Ridae 125 51.8 58.9 NS 45.l 51.l NS 
Silk1na 
Chisel 0 31.l 
Ridoe 0 32.8 
Chisel 621 64.6 59.6 NS 62.4 50.4 NS 
R1dae 62 60.0 54.5 NS 54.l 76.3 NS 
Chisel 125 102 104 NS 116 140 NS 
Ridae 125 152 134 NS 116 169 48.45
2 
Harvest 
Chisel 0 43. 3 
Ridae 0 38.0 
Chisel 62 68.3 39.2 20.3 42 . 1  I 89.8 34.89 
R1dae 62 36.6 48.1 NS 38.6 56.3 NS 
Chisel 125 71.5 46.3 NS 71 .7 29.S NS 
Rida.e 125 I 59.7 47.0 NS 63 .1 S6.6 NS 
NS= Not si nff1cant g 2 Calculated at 0.10 level of s1gn1f1cance 
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Table 6. The 1ntluence or N rate on grain yields. 
N Rate Yield 
lbs N/A bu/A 
0 92.0 
62 149 
l2S 162 
LSD,, .,_ I S.6 
Table 7. The influence of tillage, N rate, and fertilizer place11ent on 
11ra1n yields. 
rert111zer Placeaent 
Planting Six Lear 
T111aa.e N rate Vallev Row LSD .. M: Valley Row LSDn tK 
lbs NIA ---- - - � - - � - - - - - · · · - - · �·bu/A----�--- � - � ? · � · - a • • ··· · · · ·  
Chisel 0 95.3 
Ridae 0 88.9 
Chisel 62 156 147 NS1 143 150 NS 
Ridge I 62 146 157 NS 141 156 NS 
Chisel 125 163 157 NS 157 162 NS 
Ridoe 125 157 167 NS 169 164 NS 
NSz Not s1gntf\cant 
T bl 8 8 e . h 1 r T e n luence or rert111zer place•ent on arain v1elds. 
Fertilizer Place•ent 
Tillage N Rate Valley Row LSD,., ,. .. 
lbs N/A -----···bu/A---------··· 
Ridge 62 143 156 11 . 7  
Ridge 125 163 167 NS 
Chisel 62 150 152 NS 
Chisel 12.5 160 164 NS 
IN!- Not s1 gn1 f1 cant 
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THE ItPACT OF YEL VETLEAf ON CORN GROWTH 
AMD YIELD IH EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA 
C.M. Scholes, S.A. Clay, and K. Brix-Davis 
Plant Science 93-1' 
Velvet leaf (Abut11on theophrast1 Medic. ) 1s beco111ng an increasing 
proble• 1n the upper Midwest. Velvetleaf' ger•inates throughout the su11er and 
can overtop corn as well as grow and produce seed in a dense corn canopy 
(M1t1ch, 1991).  Therefore, populations of velvetleaf have the potential to 
negatively i1pact corn yields (Hall et al. , 1992) . An understanding or the 
relationship between velvetleaf density and corn yield would be useful 1n 
predicting the 1agn1tude ot this i1pact. Weed co1petit1on studies provide 
infor•ation about this relationship. This study was designed to evaluate the 
relationship between velvetleaf density and corn growth and yield reductions. 
Methods 
The study was conducted at the southeast SD Agricultural Exper11ental 
Far• in 1992 and Brookings Exper1aental Research Far• 1n 1992 and 1993 .  
Weather conditions prevented the coapletion of a second year of this study at 
Beresford in 1993 . I•.ed1ate1y following corn planting (Table- 1) tour rows 
were seeded with velvetleaf at 11, 11. 41, and 90 seeds/1 (1 • .. 3.3 ft.) and 
later thinned to 1, 3, 9, and 18 plants/•, respectively. Velvetleaf was 
seeded using a push planter adjacent to the corn row. Velvetleaf treatments 
were arranged in a rando•ized complete block des1gn replicated 4 times with 
30' rows, 50' in length per plot. Six row plots were used 1n Beresford while 
four row plots were used in Brook1ngs (Table 1). Velvetleaf seedlings were 
thinned to the desired density approxiaately 2 weeks after e1ergence. A S·• 
sect 1 on in each p 1 ot was •a rked tor saap 11 ng pl ant density. p 1 ant growth 
stage, velvetlear seed production, and corn yield. Crop and velvetlear 
density and growth stage were recorded approxiaately every 2 weeks after the 
velvetleaf was thinned. A one •eter section of row outside of the aarked 5·• 
of row was destructively harvested for leaf area and bioaass 11easure1ents in 
late August. Weed seed production was est11ated by counting the nuMber of 
capsules produced in each 51 row. Corn yield was deterained by hand 
harvesting 2 Sm sections of row. Plant1ng and harvest dates, corn maturity, 
and number of rows per plot are described for both locations and years (Table 
1 ) .  
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Table 1. Co•parison ot Beresford and Brookings aethods and dates. 
Beresford ,92 Brook1na_s '92 Brookinas ,93 
Plantina D I May 4. 1992 May 8 .  1992 Ma.v 26. 1993 
Corn Maturity I 105 dav 9S dav I 90 dav 
I Rows/Plot 6 4 4 
Leaf Area August 17, 1992 August 12, 1992 August 19, 1993 
Harvest Date 
Corn Yield Septe•ber 23, November 25, 1992 Septe11ber 30, 
Harvest Date 1992 1993 
Results 
Velvetleaf leaf area index (LAI), bio•a�,, an� eap.s.u1e production as 
influenced by vetvetlear plant density are r!por\ed ror Beresford-1992. 
Brookings-1992, and Brook1ngs·1993 in Table 2. rne d1ff'erences in velvetleaf 
growth betwee.., loeat'lons in 1992 _anc cet:wean ye rs at. Brookings responded 
s1•Ha,rfy to Y&lvetleaf plant dtl'lsi y. G!rt!r 11 y ., velvet leaf LAI was less at 
low veh rrllea.r plant dens1t1n (l and 3 plants m· 1 ) than at high plant 
densities (9  and 16 plants m�1 J 1 bvt was not d1ff1rent between the 9 and 18 
plant densities. Velvetleat bioaass tended to be greater at high plant 
densities than at low plant density treat•ents, but did not differ within the 
low or high plant dens1t1es. Velvetlear capsule production was variable 
between locations and years. 
Corn LAI, bio•ass, and grain yield ware illec-b!d by velv tleier cfensi'ty 
for Beresford-1992, Brook1ngs·1992, ant:! sroak1��-l.993 (Table 3). Lo�ation 
and year inf 1 uenced these •easure111ents I noveve-r,  relative co.l!par'1 sons air ct 
st 111 useful. Corn LAI was not di tferanl bnwun tre1tmenbs. at Ba�e.sHrtl 1n 
1992. At Brook1 ngs H'I 1992 the LAI at 3-ve1 vet Tear planui. 11·
1 was gre8ter ·than1 
LAI at 9 and 18 va 1 vet 1 e, t p 1 ants 111 • 
1. At I ro-old ngs f o lffi the lAr at 9 .and 
18 velvetlear pl1I1t& 111· was less thnn the control. Carn b1 011Uis at 9 
velvetleaf p11ftts ait was less than the control at Beresford in f992. At 
Brookings in 1992 the corn bio•ass �t 1 and 18 velvetleat plants 1
· was less 
than at a and 3 velvet leaf plants m· . corn tliouss was not '11 rrer�nt bcheen 
treat11ents at Brookings in 1993. Corn yieta. WU reduced ·fro• the ennt.rol 
by competition with velvetlear each year r1r t.hc study at ea.1:h l DCetion. 
Max1•u111 yield loss was 25% at Beresford in 1992 t 9 velvst1eaf plants 1·1 
(Fig. 1). The loss at Brookings in 1992 was maximized at 27% with both 9 and 
18 velvet leaf plants m·1 . HHimum yield loss at Brookings in 1993 was 18% with 
9 velvet leaf plants m·1 • 
Discussion 
Velvetlear LAI and bio•ass were expected to increase with increasing 
plant density. As velvetleaf LAI and b1oaass increased there was a 
corresponding decrease in corn LAI and bioaass. 
The data indicate that the relationship between velvetleaf density and 
corn yield reduction is linear between l and 9 velvetleaf plants 1·1 (1.e. 
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as density increases rroM l to 9 plants, yield loss increases in a constant 
percenta11,e) (Fig. l ) .  · At the highest velvetlear plant density studied, 18 
plants .- , yield losses were not greater, and in so�e cases were less, than 
the yield loss measured with 9 plants 1·1 • 
There ••Y be two explanations for yield losses not continuing to 
increase with increased velvetleat density. First, when velvetleat density 
reaches a critical level the velvetleat may begin to coapete aore with itself 
( 1 ntraspec1fic co1petition) than with corn ( 1 nterspecitic coapet1 tion). 
CoMpet1t1on w1th1n the weed species would reduce the iapact of the higher 
velvetleaf density on corn. This explanation appears to be reasonable because 
growth parameters aeasured tor velvetleat and corn (Tables 2 and 3) are seldo1 
different between the 9 and 18 velvetleaf plant densities. A second 
explanation for the decrease in velvetleat co1pet1tion 1 n  corn at high 
densities aay be due to decreased vigor of the velvetleaf. Fusariua 
later1t1ua Nees. 1s  a naturally occurring fungal pathogen ot velvetleaf 
(Walker, 1981) .  Velvet leaf plants infected by th1s fungus •ay not be as 
co•pet1t1ve as non-infected plants. thus reducing the ill{)act of higher 
velvetleaf plant densities on corn growth and yield. Wild populations of f...:. 
lateritiu• aay be aore likely to spread between plants at high densities. 
While fungus infection in the plant was not specifically aeasured , there was 
decreased vigor at high velvetleaf plant densities. 
Sua11ary 
Velvetleaf reduced corn yields at Beresford ,nd Brookings; changes 1n  
velvetlear plant density between o and 9 pl,nts a
· had the 110st effect on 
corn yield. Yield reductions at 18 plants .- were s1•ilar to the 9 plant •. , 
density. The results fro• this study indicate that velvetlear aanageaent 
should be considered when velvetleaf plant density becoaes greater than 3 
plants .-1 (approxiaately 1 plant tt"1) .  However, because or the ability of 
velvetlear to produce an abundance of seed, control of velvetleaf at lower 
infestations •ay be appropriate. 
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Table 2. Velvetleaf leaf area index. bio�ass. and capsule production for Beresford (1992) and Brookings 
(1992 & 1993) as affected by velvetleaf plant density. 
Velvet leaf Velvetleaf LAI Velvetlear _fiomass Velvetleaf CaP.sules 
Density (g Ill ) (# plant"
1) 
(plants m"1) Ber92 Brk92 Brk93 Ber92 Brk92 Brk93 Ber92 Brk92 Brk93 
l 1.4 0.3 0.04 52 15 8 9.0 18.0 2.7 
3 3.5 0.7 0.05 138 40 4 7.8 9.0 2.7 
9 5.6 1 .4  0.17 I 269 101 11 I 4.0 8.0 2.1 
18 5.7 1.  7 0.26 192 120 I 24 I 11.4 6.0 2.2 
lsd 0.05 1 . 9  0.6 0.14 88 57 I 16 NS s.o NS 
Table 3. Corn leaf area index, bio•ass, and yield for Beresford (1992) and Brookings (1992 & 1993) as 
affected by velvetleaf plant density. 
Velvetleaf 
Density 
(plants •1 ) 
I O 
1 
3 
9 
18 
lsd 0.05 
Ber92 
5.4 
6.0 
5.4 
5.1 
I 6.9 
NS 
Corn LAI 
Brk92 Brk93 
4.3 2.3 
4.0 I 2.0 
5.4 2.1 
3.5 1.7 
3. 6 1. 7 
1.6 0.6 
Corn Bio•ass (g m"1) Corn Yield (kg ha.1) 
Ber92 Brk92 Brk93 Ber92 Brk92 Brk93 
775 580 323 16605 6976 5988 
762 436 294 16540 6908 5638 
707 I 578 334 14564 6594 6100 
632 464 267 13356 5053 I 4888 
646 439 272 12399 5047 5204 
139 138 NS 2442 1036 985 
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•EED CONTROL DEMONSTRATIONS 
ANO EVALUATION TEST. 1993 
L .  J. Wrage, P .  o. Johnson, o. A. Vos, s. A .  Wagner 
Plant Science 93-17 
Weed evaluation and extension de•onstrat1on plots provide weed control 
data for counties served by the S.E. Exper1•ent Far•. The station serves as 
the •ajar site for corn and soybean weed control and weed control approaches 
directly relat1ng to these crops. 
The field tests provide data and are a source of training •ater1a1 for 
extension prograMs . The information is utilized in county extens1on meetings 
and for certain statewide programs. 
1993 TESTS 
Weather conditions prevented establish•ent or co•plet1on or •any t1eld 
tests that were planned. Several fall no·till tests were started ; however, 
spring herbicides could not be applied and the crops could not be planted. 
Corn and soybean herbicide de•onstrations, velvetleaf and cocklebur control 
tests could not be initiated. 
Data for 1993 tests listed below are reported in the following tables. 
Plot 1nfor�ation and soil and weather data are included for each test . 
1993 Evaluat1on/Oemonstrat1on Tests 
1. Postemergence Volunteer Corn Control in Soybeans 
2. Postemergence Control of Large Cocklebur 
3. Postemergence Grass Control in Soybeans 
4 .  Evaluation of 2,4·0 Preplant Burndown in Soybeans 
5 .  Evaluat1on of No·Till Weed Control in Corn 
Experi•ental Herbicide Tests 
Prec1se, sMall plot tests are established to evaluate exper1aental 
herbicides or to define rate comparisons. TreatMents showing promise 1n these 
tests are moved forward 1nto standard demonstration plots if industry 
continues development. Tests completed in 1993 include: 
Corn Insecticide Interact ion with Sul fonyl -Urea Herb1c1des (Accent and 
Beacon) 
Corn Insect1c1de Interaction with Pursuit Tolerant/Corn 
Pursuit Tolerant/Corn Evaluation 
Evaluation of Preplant Burndown in No-Till (Three Tests) 
Evaluation or Foxtail Control in Soybeans(Two Tests) 
Evaluation of Broadstrike/Dual for Velvetleaf control 1n Corn 
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Evaluation of Velvetleat Control in soybeans and Corn (Five Tests) 
The cooperation and direct assistance tro• station personnel 1s 
acknowledged. Field equ1 p•ent and ••nagement ot the plot areas ere 1•portant 
contr1but1ons to the project. Extension agents have provided assistance w1th 
tours and ut111ze the data in direct producer progra1s. 
NOTE: Data reported in this publication are results fr• t1eld tests that 
include labeled procu:t usu, exper1mnta1 products or exper1..,ta1 rates, 
collb1netions or other unlabeled uses for herbicide products. users are 
responsible for applying herbicide according to 1.a.1 directions. Refer to 
the appropriate weed control fact sheet available fr• county extans1on 
offices for herbicide reca .. endations. 
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Table 1. Poste•ergence Volunteer Corn Control 1n Soybeans 
RCB: 4 reps Prec1p1tat1on: 1st week 0 . 47 inches 
Planting Date: 7/1/93 2nd week 2.99 inches 
POST: 8/3/93 
Soil: Clay; 3 .3% OM; 7. 2 pH Weeds: Voco . Volunteer corn 
Yeft . Yellow foxtail 
COMMENTS: Objective to evaluate antagonistic reaction for foxta11 and 
volunteer corn control with tank·•ixes of poste•ergence soybean 
herbicides used to control grass and broadleaf weeds . Green 
foxtail was 3 to 6 inches and volunteer corn 12 to 18 inches at 
treatment. Al 1 grass herbicides used alone performed equally. 
Tank·m1Xes were co111pared to the performance of grass herbicide 
alone to identify antagonism. Reduction due to antagonisms were 
generally less than in 1992. however several tank-mix treatments 
reduced volunteer corn and foxtail control 5 to 10%. Trends were 
similar for treatments when co•paring 1993 and 2-year data. 
Classic+Pinnacle combinations tended to be antagonistic to •ore 
tank·•1xes than other products in the test . 
2 Year Averages 
% Voco % Grft � Voco % Gr 
Treat1ent lb/A act. 9/6/93 9/6/93 Contro 1 Contra 1 
Check 0 0 0 0 
fusilade+COC .094(.75 pt*)+l qt 97 87 98 88 
Option II+COC .059(.6 pt*)+l qt 97 96 98 94 
Poast Plus+COC . 188(1 . 5  pt*)+l qt 91 93 94 94 
Assure II+COC .0344(5 OZ*)+l qt 91 92 98 94 
Select+COC .094( . 8  pt*)+l qt 96 96 98 94 
Fus1on+COC . 125(.38 pt*)+l qt 98 94 98 94 
rusilade+Basagran+COC . 094+1+1 qt 90# 82# 93 77 
Option II+Basagran+COC . 059+1+1 qt 95 93# 97 92 
Poast Plus+Basagran+COC . 188+1+1 qt 89 92 94 94 
Assure II+Basagran+COC . 0344+1+1 qt 96 871 91 88 
Select+Basagran+COC . 094+1+1 qt 94 921 93 91 
Fus1on+Basagran+COC .125+1+1 qt 98 93 98 94 
Fusilade+Classic+ .094+.0052(.33 OZ*)+ 
Pinnacle+X-77 .0039( . 25 OZ*)+. 25% 911 85 95 58 
Option II+Classic+ .059+.0052+ 
P1nnacle+X·77 .0039+.25% 92# 881 93 84 
Select+P1nnacle+ .094+.0039+ 
C1ass1c+X-77 .0052+.251 881 90I 80 80 
Poast Plus+Class1c+ . 188+.0052+ 
P1nnacle+X·77 .0039+.25% 83# 90# 87 92 
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Table 1. Continued 
S Yoco I Grrt 
Treat•ent lb/A act. 916193 916193 
Assure II+P1nnacle+ .0344+.0039+ 
Class1c+X-77 .0052+. 251 96 87# 
rus1on+P1nnacle+ . 125+.0039+ 
Classic+X-77 .0052+.251 97 871 
Pursu1t+X·77+281 N .063(4 oz*)+. 25%+1 qt 18 87 
Fus11ade+Pursu1t+ .094+.063+ 
X·77+281 N . 25%+1 qt 93# 91 
Option II+Pursu1t+ . 059+.063+ 
X·77+28% N .25%+1 qt 9S 93 
Poast Plus+Pursuit+ . 188+.063+ 
X-77+28% N .25%+1 qt 73# 87# 
Assure II+Pursu1t+ .0344+.063+ 
X·77+281 N .25%+1 qt 95 89 
Select+Pursu1t+ .094+.063+ 
X·77+281 N .25%+1 qt 93 93 
Fusion+Pursuit+ . 125+.063+ 
X·77+28S N .2SS+l qt 98 92 
LSD 
• P-rcduet/A 
(.05) 4 3 
t Notes entagon1sM based on LSD(.OS) 
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2 v11r Aver1g11 s Yoco % Gr 
control kontro 1 
96 83 
98 70 
16 86 
'' 91 
92 91 
78 86 
93 86 
94 90 
97 90 
4 8 
Table 2. Posteaergence control or Large Cocklebur 
RCB: 2 reps Prec1p1tat1on: 1st week 0.47 1nches 
POST: 81319 2nd week 2.99 inches 
Soil: Clay Loam ; 3.0% OM; 7. 0 pH Weeds: Cocb = Com•on Cocklebur 
COMMENTS : Objective to evaluate late season •salvage• treatments for 
cocklebur control. weather conditions in 1993 delayed planned 
herb1c1de applications. Treat1ent response varied considerably. 
Treat•ents including Classic were •ost effective. No seed was 
produced on plants in these treat•ents. Favorable weather •ay have 
produced greater than usual weed response. 
Treatment 
Check 
Scepter+X-77 
Pursuit+Sun·It 11+28% 
Pursu1t+C1ass1c+X·77 
Pursuit+Pinnacle+X-77 
Pinnacle+Classic+X-77 
Basagran+P1nnacle+COC 
Class1c+X-77 
Class1c+2,4·DB+X·77 
2 , 4 - DB 
LSO (.05) 
• 'P rorJuet I A 
lb/A act. 
. 063+.25% 
. 063(4 oz*)+l qt+l qt 
.063+.0052(.33 OZ*)+.25% 
.063+.0039(.25 oz*)+.25% 
. 0039+. 0052+. 251 
1+.0039+1 qt 
.012(.75 OZ*)+25% 
. 012+.032+.25% 
.2  
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i Cocb Seed 
Reduction 
916193 
0 
83 
80 
95 
70 
89 
13 
96 
94 
10 
8 
Table 3 .  Postemergence Grass Control in Soybeans 
RCB: 4 reps 
POST : 7126/93 
Precip1tat1on: 
ls t week o. 26 inches 2nd week o. 47 1 nches 
Soil: Silty Clay Loam; 2 . 7% OH; 6 . 6  pH Weeds: 
Yeft = Yellow foxtail 
Pesw = Pennsylvania s•artweed 
COMMENTS: The objective was to eval uate posteaergence grass and broadleaf 
herbicide products used in tank·mixes for antagonistic reactions 
tor grass control . Antagonistic responses were 1dent1t1ed 1n 
el even treatments; however the reduction 1 n grass contro 1 was 
general l y  10% or less. This level of reduction aay not have 
effected yield under conditions of this test. Data in this study 
general l y  support the conclusions 1n the long-ter• study reported 
1n a previous table .  
% Yeft % Pesw Yield 
Treataent lb/A act. 9 /6/93 916193 Bu/A 
Check 0 0 9 .7  
POST EMERGENCE 
Fusion+COC . 166(8 OZ*)+li 96 0 13.0 
Fusion+Basagran+COC . 166+1+1% 95 11 15.3 
Fusion+Galaxy+COC . 166+.917(2 pt*)+1% 851 24 14. 6 
Fusion+Class1c+ . 166+.004(.25 oz*)+ 
Pinnacle+COC . 004(.25 OZ*)+.5% 851 74 21.2 
Poast Plus+COC . 188(1.5 pt*)+1% 94 0 15.3 
Poast Plus+Basagran+COC . 188+1+1% 86# 16 15.7 
Poast Plus+Galaxy+COC . 188+.917+1% 84# 28 16.6 
Poast Plus+Classic+ . 188+.004+ 
Ptnnac1e+COC .004+. 5% 89 83 15.5 
Assure II+COC . 044(6 .4  OZ*)+ . l.X  96 0 15.9 
Assure II+Basagran+COC . 044+1+1% 88# 9 12 . 0  
Assure II+Galaxy+COC .044+.917+1% 80, 25 15.4 
Assure II+Classic+ .044+.004+ 
P1nnac1e+COC .004+.5% 77# 82 21 . 2  
Select+COC . 11(7 oz*)+ . 1% 96 0 13. 6 
Se1ect+Basagran+COC . 11+1+1% 94 13 13.0 
Select+Galaxy+COC . ll+. 917+1% 89# 26 16 . 7  
Select+Classic+ . 11+.004+ 
Pinnacle+COC . 11+.5% 891 80 19. 9  
Table 3 continued. 
I Yett s Pesw Yield 
JreatHnt lb/A act. 9/6193 �16193 IY1A 
Option II+COC .079( .8  pt*)+ .1% 9, 0 14 . 4  
Option II+Basagran+coc .079+1+1% 91 11 1,. 1  
Option II+Gelaxy+COC .079+.917+1' 79# 28 15.3 
Option II+Cless1c+ . 079+.004+ 
P1nnacle+COC .11+.51 80I 76 17.1 
LSD(.05) s 6 4.1 
* Product/A 
I Notes antagon1s• based on LSD(.05) 
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Table 4. Evaluation of 2,4·0 Preplant Burndown 1n Soybeans 
RCB: .t reps 
42PRE: 5/5/93 
26PRE: S/21/93 
14PRE: 6/3/93 
PRE: 6/17/93 
Precipitation: 
1st week 0.89 inches 2nd week 0.31 inches 
1st week 2.13 inches 2nd week 1.65 inches 
1st week 0.68 inches 2nd week 1 . 14 inches 
1st week 3 . 48 inches 2nd week 0.25 inches 
Soil: Clay Loam; 2. 7% OM; 6.6 pH VCRR : Visual Crop Response Rating 
COMMENTS: Objective to evaluate crop response from 2,4·0 treataents applied 
at various preplant intervals in no·t11 l soybeans. Applications of 
2,4·D aa1ne or ester at 1 lb/A a1 applied at 42, 26 and 14 days 
before planting produced no visual crop response. 
% VCRR 
Treataent lb/A act. 716/93 
Check 0 
42 DAYS PREEMERGENCE 
2,4-D aa1ne 1 0 
2,4-D ester 1 0 
26 DAYS PREEMERGENCE 
2 , 4·0 a•1ne l 0 
2,4-D ester l 0 
14 DAYS PREEMERGENCE 
2,4·D aa1ne 1 D 
2,4-D ester l. D 
PRE EMERGENCE 
2 , 4·0 aaine 1 13 
2 ,4·0 ester 1 20 
LSD( .OS) 3 
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Table 5 .  Evaluation of No-Till Weed Control in Corn 
RCB: 3 reps 
EPP: 5/5/93 
PRE: 6/17 /93 
POST: 7/9/93 
Precipitation: 
1st week 0 .89 inches 2nd week 0 .31 inches 
1st week 3 .48 inches 2nd week 0.25 inches 
1st week 2 . 52 1nches 2nd week 1.46 inches 
So11: Loam; 3. 1% OH; 7 .1  pH Weeds: 
Yeft = Yellow foxtail 
Rrpw = Redroot Pigweed 
COMMENTS: Objective to evaluate performance of several labeled and 
experimental herbicide treat•ents for no-till weed control . Weed 
pressure was moderate. Several treat•ents provided very good 
control of grass and broad1eef weeds. High precipitation favored 
full rate or split application. 
Treatment lb/A act. 
Check 
EARLY PREPLANT & POSTEMERGENCE 
Front1er+atraz1ne&eanvel 1. 5(1.6 pt*)+l&. 5 
EARLY PREPLANT & PREEMERGENCE & POSTEMERGENCE 
Frontier+atrazine& 
Frontier+atrazine& 
Banve1 
PREEMERGENCE & POSTEHERGENCE 
Gramoxone+Frontier+ 
atraz1ne+X-77&Banve1 
PRE EMERGENCE 
1+1&. 
. 5+ . 5& 
.5  
. 5 (1 .6  pt*)+l.S+ 
1+.5�.5 
% Yeft % Rrpw 
9/6/93 9/6/93 
0 0 
82 95 
94 96 
Yield 
Bu/A 
2 .2  
31.7 
57.9  
95 97 43 . 8  
Sencor+81adex+COC . 188(4 oz*)+l.8+1 qt 89 95 37 . 7  
Sencor+Cycle+COC 
Gramoxone+atrazine+ 
Bladex+Oual+X-77 
Gramoxone+atraz1ne+ 
Bladex+Surpass+X·77 
Gramoxone+atraz1ne+ 
Oual+X·77 
GraMoxone+atraz1ne+ 
Surpass+X-77 
. 188+3+1 qt 
. 5+1+ 
2+2 . 5+.5% 
. 5+1+ 
2+2(2 . 5  pt*)+ .5% 
. 5+1.5+ 
2 • .  si 
.5+1.S+ 
1. 6(2 pt* )+.s,; 
72 
91 
95 
91 
95 
93 
95 36. 5  
97 57 . 1  
94 34 .3  
94 38.9 
94 55 . 1  
Table 5 Continued. 
I Yett I Rrpw Yield 
Treataent lb/A ac:t. 2lil!a ,1W:3. 
PiREENERGEHCE A EARLY PO-ST94EA;&ENC-£ 
Roundup+X·77+AS& .38+.5� 
Prowl+Merks•an 1 .25+1.4 91 91 47.7 
(3 pt*)+(3.5 pt*) 
Roundup+X·77+AS& . 38+ • .51& 
Prowl+atrez1ne+81adex 1 .25+.5+1 .5 96 ,,., 
Roundup+X·77+AS& .38+.51& 
Prow1+atrez1ne 1.25+1 '' " S0.9 
LSD(.O,) 4 3 23.7 
* Product/A 
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CONVENTIONAL VERSUS HIGH ENERGY RECEIVING AND 
STEP-UP DIETS FOR FEEDLOT CATTLE 
C. P. B1rkelo1 and J. Lounsbery2 
Aniaal Science 93·18 
Su111Mary 
Two hundred sixty·four yearling steers with an initial average weight of 
730 lb were randomly allotted to 24 pens and fed ad libitu• either conventional 
(CONY) receiving or step-up diets (hay content decreased from 50% to 40, 30, 20, 
and 10% of atat csry matte-rJ ar high energ_y (HE) di ets (hay content was 1waintained 
throughout at 1oi.r; but we� earn distillers gra1n (WDC) decreased from 43% to 30, 
20, 10, �nd O!).  Th� reed1ng of WOG 1 n  plaee af hay was designed to Maximize 
energy 1ntak1e whi le not overloading tn'! rW1Il!ll with starch during the grain 
adaptation period. Long grass hay was fed on day 1. Diets 1 through 4 were fed 
7, 5, 6, and 4 days, respectively. Diet 5 (finishing diet) cofflposition was the 
same for both treatments and was fed for s days. Average da1 ly gain (CONY • 4. 39 
and HE z 4 . 41 lb per day) during the 28-day receiving/step-up trial was not 
affected by diet co•pos1t1on (P>.10). However, dry •atter intake was 22, less 
(P<. 001) for cattle fed the HE diets (16. 0 vs 20.5 lb per day). resulting in a 
23% 1Mprove•ent (P<. 001) i n  feed efficiency (feed:gain 3.68 vs 4. 76). Although 
HE diets also contained more protein than CONY diets, equal gains suggest protein 
was not limiting. The inclusion of low starch, high energy feeds such as WDG in 
receiving and step-up diets •ay improve efficiency but not rate of gain. 
Key Words: Distillers Grains, Receiving, Step-up, Cattle 
Introduction 
Nutritional management of cattle during the first several weeks after 
arrival at the feedlot has a sizable impact on overal 1 feedlot performance. 
Moving cattle quickly to a high energy finishing diet decreases cost of gain 
because purchase weight is recovered sooner and days on feed are reduced. 
However, increasing energy intake froM high starch grain too rapidly can cause 
acidosis, founder, and 1 iver abscesses which reduce rate and efficiency of' weight 
gain. Ad 11bitu• feeding of high energy diets throughout the receiving/step-up 
phase May be possible if roughage is replaced by a high energy, by-product feed 
containing little starch. 
The objective of this study was to determine the effects of replacing aost 
of the roughage in receiving and step-up diets with wet corn distillers grains 
(WOG), a high energy, low starch by-product feed, on yearling cattle performance 
during the first 28 days on feed. 
1 Aas t st.nt Professor. 
2For11119r At RHHrch l'echnieien, Southeest Experi111ent Fan11, Bere-sford. 
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Materials and Methods 
A group of 298 crossbred yearling steers �ra v&Cf!inated (!BR; svo . BRSV 
and Lepto ) ,  ear tagged, and weighed uggn 1rrival at the Feedl ot artar being 
transported 1035 •iles. Fro• these, 26� steers wer� rand,)•1Y allottad the saae 
day to 24 pens and fed either a conven�iorutl �afving atul step-up _��r1es or 
diets (CONY) in which hay was sequentially cecreasa-d fr-cni SO!' to •�, 30, 20j and 
10% or high energy diets (HE) initially ecntain1ng was 43S but -1equ91'.1ti lly 
reduced to 30, 20, 10, and 0% in which 1'11ly WM held cansurs\ at Dnly �. The 
balance of the diets consisted primarily of ra11�d corn. Hay .as �round to pass 
a 3-inch screen. long grass hay was fed in dGre8:51ng aounts an da;tS L t.h:raugn 
5. 01 et 1 was topdressed begi nn1 ng on dey 2. D 1 e-t!i 1 thttru;i\ 4 we i"I! f'td fo t 7 Ill 
s. 6, and 4 days. respective 1 y. A co••o" ri nuh'\ ng d1 irt ecnta1 n 1 p;g_ .lDI rou:a,,,,g,e. 
and no WDG was fed for 5 days prior to w1r1-ghing on day 2-8 or the :studf. A11 
diets were ottered 1n a111ounts necessary to µenntt l:d Hb1tvrn tnt'*-e but •1n1•1 i-e 
carryover. Bunks were weighed back as n1cc�sv;i. 01e coinp.oslt.lans ,are 
presented in Table 1. The CONV diets 11.ere r-or lat.ad t-0 •eet or axce.,dt gr1Jde 
protein requirements. However ,  because 1lf' Um h1gn etude proto-tn ccu,ten-t of IDG. 
the HE diets contained considerable exce.!S cruda p_ro,ttJ1n. C&lculatcd1 HE, vaJues were 47.8, 51.6, 55.1, 59.6, and 64.1 Mu1 per cwt �rv U..er rot CON\I dtau l 
through 4 and the finishing diet (5), r-e:spect ve1t� A11 o1 the HE diets were 
estiaated to contain 63 to 64 Meal per c1111t, assumtn; WDG cmargy c-ontient ,eq_ual ta 
corn. 
The s\eers were g1 \rl!O BRSY llCJOster and 7 �wa'i c1ojtrlOia1 vaccine �_
1'cwor•e� 
{Ivermecti� ) , and tmp1 arrt.ed wfth eH.h�r Synov�x-S I synove:<·S + FuU11p1ix-s 
or Revalor 20 days art.er errtval I.mp1Ants were equa1 1y reprasentc� ,� each 
pen. The weight on day 28 followed a 16*lmur i""OCl l rra• vat.er but na feed. 
Daily gains were analyzed on an individual aniaal basis as a rando• design 
with initial weight included as a covariate. Feed dry •atter intake and feed 
efficiency were analyzed on a pen bas1s as a random design. 
Results and Discussion 
'Pe:rfor•1noe data tor t.lte f 1 r-st 21 aap. after irrlva1 Al ui:e rudlot are 
pres!nted tn  Table 2. Daily gains QJ'll cun,1aera.t1le and pl"tlbllbly dml t n  part to 
wei gh'if1S coruH tians. The .steer.s had ban tntns-µartad 10l5 llf11es to thl! feedlot 
and Dpertanced s trans1 &hr ink of over iosk Hc11n1u ,  al tnou;h i.aur was 
re1oved 16 hours prior to tak1ng the 2S.day weight, the steers had access to feed 
from the previous day. rn rren:nce..s in  gut fi 11 between initial and 28·day 
weights were likely but sf'mu1d rmt ve rected treat•ent co•par1sons. since a 
co••on finishing diet was fed for s days prior to the 28-day weight. Intake of 
that diet averaged 22 lb of dry •atter per day for both treat•ents. Daily gains 
were not affected by treatment (P>.10). 
In contrast, daily dry matter intake of HE steers was 22% less than that 
of CONV fed steers (P<.001). This difference was evident across diets 1 through 
4 but not with diet 5 (co•mon finishing diet) as can be seen in Figure 1. The 
lower overall intake resulted in an i•prove•ent in feed efficiency 
3 I VCMEC t MSO AC.VET, Rahway, NJ, 90965. 
4syntex Ani1118l Heelth t Des Moines, IA, 50303. 
5Hoe,hst Aoussel t So.,ervllle, NJ. 
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Table 1. Composition of conventional (CONY) and high energy (HE) diets fed during 
the receiving and stee·uP period idrl matter basisJ 
Finish· 
CONY diets HE diets ing 
diet 
Ingredient 1 2 3 1 2 :3 4 5• 
Rolled corn 40.78 54.93 64.93 74.93 40.64 54.93 64.93 74.93 84.93 
Wet distillers grains 42.93 30.00 20.00 10.00 
Alfalfa hay 25.00 20.00 
Broine hay 25.00 20.00 30.00 20.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
Molasses 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.00 
Soybean •eal 5.00 ""' °' Oicalciu• phosphate .60 .OS .OS .05 .05 .05 . OS .05 
Potassiu• chloride .16 . 16 . 16 1.40 .16 .16 . 16 .16 
L1•estone .63 1.52 1 . 52 1.52 1.90 1.52 1.52 1.52 1.52 
Trace •ineral salt .50 .so .50 .50 .50 .50 .50 .so .50 
Urea .79 . 79 . 79 .19 .79 . 79 . 79 
Pre•ixb .49 .05 .05 .as .63 .05 .05 .OS .05 
Anall£sis 
Crude protein. � 13.1 11.9 12.0 12.0 20.4 22.0 17.8 13.8 12.0 
NE"' . Mcau,crwt
dl 1, ,J 79.6 83.8 88.8 92 .4  93.8 93.8 93.8 93.8 
NE
li
. Mt:111 fcwtci ,1.a 51.6 55.l 59.6 63.2 64.2 64.2 64.2 64.1 
•co.man finishing diet. 
bprov1ded Bovatec at 16.75 Mg and v1taM1n A at 2321 IU per lb OM in diets 2 through 5. 
cChe�ical analysis. 
dcalculated. 
.! 
0 
Table 2. Feedlot performance or yearling steers fed 
conventional (CONY) or high energy (HE) diets during 
tha �ce:tving and rtep-1..1p periods (f 1 rst 2"8 dty'S an 
rm,-
Diets 
I tea CONY HE SE 
No. of steers 132 132 
Initial weight. lb 730 730 5.6 
Weight gafn, lb/day 4.39 4.41 .120 
Dry ma�ter intake, 20.5 16.0 .09 
lb/day 
Feed:�inb 4. 76 3.68 . 1.55 
8Least squares means. 
hoiet effect significant (P<.001). 
-a- CONY di.t DM -f- HE di.t DU -+- CONY oor• DM -A- HE oor
a DM 
Figure 1 .  Daily feed/corn dry •atter of conventional (CONY) and 
high energy (HE) diets offered. Arrows indicate diet switches. 
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of 23% for HE steers compared to CONY (P<.001). Because da11y gains were 
virtually identical in spite of the higher protein levels of the HE diets, 
differences in intake and efficiency are •ore likely due to diet energy content. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible to calculate •eaningful energy esti•ates for 
WDG based on steer perfor•ance and dry •atter intakes because of likely gain 
inflation due to weighing conditions. However, if co•pared to published values 
for the other feeds in the diets, the metabo11zable energy content of WDG 
necessary to result in similar gain from 22� less feed would have to be greater 
than its gross energy content prior to digestion and metabolism, something which 
is clearly impossible. This implies that the presence of WDG improved 
utilization of the other feeds in the HE diets, an effect co•monly referred to 
as a positive associative effect . In contrast, previous South Dakota research 
suggested that the energy content of WOG at up to 30% of finishing diet dry 
matter appeared to be similar to rolled corn and did not alter the energy value 
of other feeds during a 110-day feeding period. The speci fie cause of a positive 
associative effect 1n the current study, if present, is unknown. Stresses of 
shipping and diet adaptation may have substantially altered interactions a1ong 
nutrients. 
No visible signs of acidosis and founder were evident in cattle on either 
treatment. Much of the energy contained in WDG is in the for� of fat which is 
absorbed in the small intestine and corn fiber which 1s  fer•ented in the rumen 
more slowly than starch. This should result in reduced acid load in the ru•en 
and associated problems compared to diets with coMparable energy co•ing from 
starch. Likewise, no treat•ent differences in incidence of other health proble•s 
(i.e., resp1 ratory i1 lness, bloat, coccidios1s, and footrot) were observed 
(P>.10 ) .  
In conclusion, these data suggest that intake during the receiving/step-up 
phase is not limited by bulk in diets containing up to 50% coarsely ground 
roughage. As a result, rate of gain would not be expected to improve by 
increasing the energy density of the diets above this level. However, 
considerable improvement in efficiency may be possible by increasing energy 
content by inclusion of high energy by ·products, especially if they result in 
positive associative effects, as seems to be the case with WDG. Increasing d1et 
energy content in this way does not perceptibly i ncrease the risks of starch 
overload. 
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EFFECT OF A YEAST CULTURE PRODUCT (YEA·SACC) tit FEEDLOT 
PERFORMANCE OF YEARLING CATTLE FED A HIGH CONCENTRATE 
FINISHING DIET 
C. P. B1rkelo and R. K. Berg1 
An1111l science 93-19 
Introduction 
Many �1tect.rea •1crob1al products have been intraouord into the 
Marketplace ov�r 'Cha past decade. Although evidence for a poli1t1va effect on 
ani•al perrormance: has existed for •any years, adoption b� 1:11tt1� producers 
has been slow. This 1 s p robab 1 y due to the lack or pe.r fD r•nce data 
1nd1cat1ng 1n which spec1t1c production situations the various products are 
or are not effective. 
The objective of this study was to deteraine 1r a yeast strain 
specifically selected to co•ple•ent high grain diets (Yea-sacc, Alltech, Inc., 
USA) affects feedlot performance or yearling steers fed a high concentrate 
finishing diet (less than 10% roughage). 
Key Words: Yeast Culture Product, Perfor•ance, Finishing Diet 
Materials and Methods 
One hundred twenty-four yearling, crossbred steers were purchased in early 
July 1993 and delivered to the SE South Dakota Research Farm feedlot. The 
steers were weighed1 lge_ntifted' 1th tnr:Uv1crua1 ear tavs and v�ccin tcd with 
IBR. evo. Lepto pojlan � BRiV and 7 · n.y ciostr1rt1al v11e.c:1ries. TMy 1lso 
received Iver•ect1nt and I s1ngl� Rtval�r1 1apl nnt. Light nd he�v� extrc•es 
were sorted off ana ttte- rentn1 rt; l08 ste!:rs • re rwitSoml)' allotted to 
treatments with 9 head per pen and 6 pens per treatment. Half of the cattle 
on each treatment were housed in sei1·confineaent on ceaent while the rest 
were housed in conventional dirt lots with •ounds and wind breaks. 
The steers were fed diets with (Yea-Sacc� 10 g/hdJd) or without (ca"trol ) 
the yeast product. A series of four �iving-step·UJI o1ets were U'!HHI 1n 
addition to a finishing diet (Table 1;. hich was H1hia11 )' red an d y 17 or 
the study. Feed was provided once per dq in  ••ounts nec�sary to re:$UH :, in1 
a stable, ad libitua intake while •ini•izing feed carryover. 
Initial and final weights were made after an overnight shrink off teed and 
water. Interim weights were made after an overnight shrink off water only. 
All data were statistically analyzed as a co•plete block design. 
1 AH i st ant Professor and Assistant Professor/Farm Han.ager, respectively. 
21 vcnec, MSO AGIIE T, Rahway, NJ. 
3Moeehst Roussel, $allllervi lte, NJ. 
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Results and Discussion 
Performance data are presented in Table 2. Feed intakes and feed 
efficiencies are reported on an as-fed basis. Slaughter weights were 
significantly greater for cattle fed the Yea-Sacc treat1ent (P<. 07). This was 
the result of a 12.3% increase in daily gains between days 29 and 57 of the 
study (P<.03). Although no differences were found at other t1•es during the 
study, daily gains for the Yea-Sacc cattle were also better overall (days 1 
through 95) by 4. 3% (P<.07). Feed intakes were not affected by treatment. 
This fact, coupled with the increase in daily gains, resulted 1n a tendency 
toward 1•proved feed efficiencies between days 29 and 57 (P<.11). However, 
this effect was not evident in the overall feed efficiencies. 
The results of this study indicated that this particular yeast product is 
effective in improving perforaance of yearling cattle fed finishing diets 
containing less than 10% roughage. Because of the variations in 
Microorganis•s and •anufacturing procedures used, it would not be appropriate 
to extrapolate these results to other direct-fed •1crob1al products. 
Table 1. finishing diet coMposit1on 
fed basis� 
Ingredient Percent 
Rolled corn 84.33 
Alfalfa hay 8.44 
Molasses 2.75 
Soybean •ea1 l.49 
D1ca1cium phosphate .07 
L1111estone 1 . 13 
Potassium chloride . 41 
Trace 111neral salt .44 
Fat .06 
Urea .77 
Premix' .11 
(as 
•contained Rumensin 60, v1ta•in A and 
Yea-Sacc (when appropriate) to provide 
28 gfton (OM), 50,000 IU and 10 g/hd 
daily, respectively. The supple•ent was 
pelleted. 
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Table 2. Pertor .. nce of yearling steers tad finishing diets with or without 
I tea 
No. of steers 
In1t1al weight, 
Final weight, lb  
Daily gain, lb 
1-28 days 
29·57 days 
.58-95 days 
1-95 days 
Feed intake (as 
fed), lb 
1-28 days 
29·57 days 
58·95 days 
1-95 days 
reed : gain 
1·28 days 
29·57 days 
58·95 days 
1-9.5 dais 
lb 
•teast squares 1ean. 
bsigniticance level, 
Yea·Sacc 
Treataent• 
control Yea-sacc P<b 
S4 54 
871 877 NS 
1227 1242 .07 
4.26 .4.31 NS 
3.33 3.74 .03 
3.62 3.65 NS 
3.72 3.88 .07 
22.1 22.1 NS 
25.8 2,., NS 
25.7  25.8 NS 
24.7 24.8 NS 
5.27 5.12 NS 
7.87 6 .98 .11 
7.14 7.14 NS 
6.66 6.41 NS 
NS • not statistically s1gn1f1cant. 
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AMMONIATED OAT HULLS FOR GROWING CALVES 
c. P. Birkelo1, D. u. Tho•son2, and J. Lounsbery3 
An1ul Science 93·20 
Sum•ary 
Ei ghty-one steer calves were fed growing diets that contained 50% of 
either 1) ground bro111e flay (BROME) , 2) unground oat hulls (OH ) ,  or 3) unground 
oat hulls treated 1,i th 3i a•monia and enough water to raise the •o1sture 
content to 20% (NH3-0H). Treated oat hulls wete 1lowed to react for 63 days 
prior to feeding. Daily gains of NH3-QM fed steers were 18 and 13% greater 
than those ot OH and BROME fed steers, r-e-speet1v•1Y ,  during the 88·day study 
(P(.01) . Ory •atter intakes were not affected by diet (P>. 10). However, feed 
efficiency was 13% better for NH3-0H fed steers than steers fed OH and 9% 
better than those fed the BROME diet (P<.05 ) .  Calculated NE
.-
and NE9 est1•ates 
for the broae hay, untreated and treated oat hulls used ,n this study were 
53.9 and 31.9 , 51.0 and 29.2, and 64.7 and 40.8 Meal/cwt OM, respectively. 
Oat hulls respond well to ammonia treat•ent and •ay contain as auch as 23% 
more net energy than btome hay in calf growing di ets. 
Key Words: Oat Hulls, Ammon1ation , Growing Diets 
Introduction 
Oats have been an 111portant crop in South Dakota for 111any years. In 
recent years, production has ranged fro� 46 to 87 •illion bushels. A portion 
of this crop is  �1lled in or near the border of South Dakota, resulting in 
localized supplies of oat hulls. Oat hull use in cattle diets is li•ited 
because of its poor digestibility. 
Techniques for chemical treatment of poor qua11ty crop residues have been 
available for Many years and have been de•onstrated to increase digestibility 
and dry 111atter intake of residues such as wheat straw and corn stalks. 
Ammonia (NH ) has become the 111ost popular �he1neal for trutm:e.nt -u 1 n1)! due 
to the read,ly available supply, ease er a,,pl1catio�. and etmtr1b�tion of N 
to the residue. Residues high in  hem'icsllulose tend tor resp1 nd best to NH3 
treat•ent. and 111oisture additions usua1 1y  enhance tht! response. oat hulls are 
high in he•i ce 1 1  u 1 ose and recent Soutt1 O.tota .-o rk demanstra.t,e-d subs ten ti al 
i�prove•ent in digestibility in vitro due to NH3 tteat•ent. 
The objective of this study was to determine the effect of a••oniated oat 
hull based growing diets on weaned calf pertor•ance. 
1 Aaa lat ant Profeaaor. 
2Fon111tr GraciMlte Aasfetant. 
3Fomer Ag Retearch Technicitn, Southeast hperirwent Fam, Beresford. 
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Materials and Methods 
7reat•e�t of �at hul1$a Approx1•ately 18 ton of cleaned, unground oat 
hu 1 b efii! ll'l xe:d t n a atxer wagon with suff 1 c1 ent water to br1 ng the 1 r 
•o1sture content up to 20% and then piled on bare ground. A length of plastic 
tubing had previously been la1d on the ground such that the end was positioned 
in the aiddle of the pile and extended upward about 116 feet into the oat 
hulls. The pile was then covered with a 6-ail black plastic sheet and sealed 
by burying the edges in an 8-inch deep trench. Two rows of t1res were also 
placed around the edges of the plastic to help keep it 1n place. Anhydrous 
NH was injected into the pile at a l�vl!l1 eqi.tal to .Di of the oat hul 1 dry 
weight. Based on previous work, the 1stur� ana NHJ addition levels were 
considered the minimum necessary for lll]!XlR\111 response.-. The oat hulls were 
allowed to react with the NH3 and water for 63 days before feeding. 
Feeding trial. A group of 95 Charolais steer calves with an average 
weight of 590 lb were vaccinated (IBR, BVO, BRSV, Lepto and 7-way 
clostrid1um), dewormed (IverMectin4), 11planted (Synovex·S5), and ear tagged 
upon arrival at the feedlot. from these, 81 steers were rando1ly allotted to 
one err nfm? pens 1m1 tau giro.wing a au containing 50% of either 1) ground 
bro . hay (BRGMEJ , ?) unlte-eteu oat hui1s (OH), or 3) NH3·treated oat hulls (NH
3
·(3H) � Thtl balance or the diets consisted of rolled corn and supple•ent. 
Diet CDilpttS1tion 1a  presented in Tab1e 1. 
Initial and final weights were taken after overnight reaoval of feed and 
water. The steers were fed for 88 days. 
Daily weight gains (AOG) were analyzed appropriately for a co1pletely 
rando• design to test for diet effects using the individual aniaal as the 
experi•ental unit with initial weight included in the 110del as a covariate. 
reed dry aatter intake (OHI) and feed efficiency (f:G) were analyzed using the 
pen as the experimental unit. 
Results and Discussion 
It was apparent during the study that the extent of ammoniat1on varied 
throughout the pile of oat hulls. Although the entire pile was obviously 
treated, the •ost intense NH3 concentrations were present in the 11ddle one 
third. There was only one point of NH3 injection and this was in the middle 
of a pi le that measured approximately 40 ft x 15 ft x 8 ft (LxWxH). The 
addition of water and the fact that NH3 is water soluble may have reduced the 
migration of NH3 throughout the pile and additional injection points would 
probably be necessary to treat larger quantities. 
Overall, treatment of the oat hulls resulted in a decrease in NDF and an 
increase in crude protein content (75.65 vs 84.66% of DH and 9.87 vs 2.51% of 
DH. respectively). AOt content was not atfected. These changes are typical 
of a�monia treat•ent. Ory matter content of the treated oat hulls fed during 
the study was 4.4 percentage points lower than calculated fro• original oat 
hull analysis and added water. This may have been due to the relatively slow 
rate at which oat hulls absorbed the water, allowing it to •igrate downward 
4 lYCN:C, NSD �VET, Rahway, NJ, 9096S. 
SSyntex Ani•l Htlllth, Des Moines, ?A, 50303. 
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in the pile where the •ajor1ty of the oat hulls were re•oved tor reeding. The 
re•a1nder or the treated oat hulls not fed •ay have been drier than expected. 
ror•ulations were •aintained on a dry •atter basis. 
Table l. Test diet compositions (dr� •atter basis) 
Diet 
Ite• BRO HE OH 
Ingredient Percent 
Rolled corn 41.27 32.23 
Bro•e hay 50.00 
Oat hulls 50.00 
NH3-oat hulls 
Molasses 4.00 4.00 
Soybean aeal 2.73 ll.35 
Li•estone 1.00 1.00 
Dicalciu• phosphate .35 
Urea .42 .42 
Trace •ineral salt .so .so 
Pre•ix• .08 . 15 
Anal�s1s 
Dry •atter 80.2 79.3 
crude protein 10.5 11.0 
Natural 9.3 9.8 
NPN 1.2 1.2 
•provided 180 Mg Ru•ens1n and 45,000 IU vita•1n A per day. 
32.65 
50.00 
4.00 
11.35 
1. 00 
.35 
. 50 
. 15 
75.7 
13. l 
9.4 
3. 7 
Although formulated to contain at least 12% total crude protein, diets 
were lower due to the light test weight, low protein corn which was prevalent 
in this region at that time (Table 1). However, crude protein intakes for all 
treat•ents were above expected requ1re•ents, with 71 or less of the 
requi re•ent covered by nonprotein N. Additionally, DMI for diets was slightly 
greater than expected based on energy content. Treataent differences likely 
reflect differences primarily in energy availability. 
Perfor11ance data are presented in Table 2. A••on1at1on of oat hulls 
resulted in an increase of 18% in AOG co•pared to steers fed untreated oat 
hulls (P<.01). AOG of NH3·0H steers was also 13% greater than those of BROME 
fed steers (P<.01). AOG was greater in spite of the fact that OMI did not 
differ a11ong treat11ents (P<. 10). Intake is usually increased as a result of 
a•moniation due to increased rate of particle size reduction and digestion. 
Lack of intake response in th1s case may be due to the s•all initial particle 
size of the oat hulls. As a result of increased AOG but s1•11ar DMI. F:G of 
NH3·0H fed steers was 13 and 9% better (P<.05) than that of OH and BROME fed 
steers, respectively. 
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Table 2. Perror�ance data for steers red growing diets 
containing brome hay (BROME), untreated oat hulls (OH), or 
oat hulls treated with a•monia (NH ... OH) 
Diet 
I tea BROME OH NH-..OH SE 
No. of steers 27 27 27 
Initial wt, lb 591 588 592 7.2  
Final wt, lb ao1• 794• 830b 6.7 
Weight ga1n, lb/day 2.40• 2 .31• 2.72b .076 
Dry !Ratter intake, 17.6 17.8 18.1 .40 
lb/day 
Feed:gain 7.3Sc 7 .68c 6.67d .206 
•·btiteans with different superscripts differ (P(.01). 
c,dt,teans with different superscripts differ (P<.05) . 
The oat hulls used in this study were cleaned and not ground. Much of the 
oat hul1s currently available are ground to increase bulk density and decrease 
transportation costs. It seems likely that si•11ar responses would be seen with 
ground oat hulls since oat hulls are of saall particle size already and further 
reduction would probably have li�ited effect. However, levels lower than those 
used in the test diets •ay be necessary to keep diets fro• beco•ing too dense 
which •ay reduce intake. 
Additionally, it should be noted that, on occasion, a•aon1ation ot feeds 
has apparently resulted in the occurrence of •crazy cow• syndro•e. The fact that 
its occurrence is mainly associated with am•on1at1on of good quality forages 
(i.e., grass hay) instead of crop residues (i.e., wheat straw) is apparently due 
to the l ae:Jc or sah.1ble sugars in the 111:ter . Oat nul Ts •re s1w1'1ar to crop 
residues In th1 s rcsp:a:ct and not 1 i ke l y to be 1t pr@lir:•. Hawe�m" .  oat processing 
by-produc'ts orteo o:ontain not on1 y oat hu1 ls out alr;a eons11ferlb1 e a•ounts of 
broken ,greats ana tt t s  not known if tneH presm1ee 1:llU1ij 11.u:rntr1Tlute to the 
formation of the compound thought to be responsible for the syndro•e. In this 
case, caution may be advisable until more 1nforaation is available. 
Based on cattle performance and published values, NE and NE esti1ates for 
the brome hay, untreated oat hulls, and ammon1ated oat huTls used' in this study 
were 53. 9 and 31.9, 51.0 and 29.2, and 64. 7 and 40.8 Heal/cwt DM, respectively. 
In conclusion, these data suggest that oat hulls respond well to 
ammon1ation and that, after treatment, they may contain as •uch as 23% •ore net 
energy than brome hay in calf growing diets. Am•oniated oat hu1ls are an 
effective substitute for conventional roughages in feedlot growing diets. 
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EFFECT OF SYNOYEX. SYNOYEX + FINAPLIX AND REYALOR ON 
DAILY GAIN OF YEARUNG STEERS 
c. P .  Birke1o1 , T. Van Der Wa12 and J .  Lounsbery3 
Ani.al Science 93-21 
Introduction 
I•plants have been used for •any years to increase rate and eft1c1ency of 
growth 1n beet cattle. Management options for their use have increased with 
the vall 'b111ty of new f�pu:nu. One such option has been to use Synovex and 
Finaplf •  -f mp1 ants 12 COilbinatian. More r-ec111ttlt,- �rowth st1aulat1ng co•pounds 
found in Synovex·S {atradia1) and F1na12_Hi-,1 (trenbolone acetate) have 
become avai lable in a stngl l lant. �alor�s . 
The objective of this study was to determine 1f there were differences in 
the effects of Synovex·S, Synovex·S plus finaplix·S and Revalor-S on daily 
gain and carcass characteristics of yearling steers. 
Key Words: Synovex, Finap11x, Revalor, Yearling Steers 
Materials and Methods 
A group of 298 crossbred, yearling steers was vaccinated (IBR, BVO, BRSV 
and Lepto), ear tagged and weighed upon arrival at the feedlot . Fro• these, 
264 steers were randomly allotted the saMe day to 24 pens and after 23 days 
on receiving and step-up diets were fed 90% concentrate finishing diets 
ad lib1tu� or restricted by access t1 to approx1mat!ly 90! of ad 11b1tu1. 
The steers :,ere given BRSV booster .ana 7-ray -c1ocstr1dial v1ceines, dewor•ed 
(Iveraect1n ) and 1•planted w1 th e1 th:er Synovf!'i·S (S:} .  syn-ovelC �s + F1nap1ix·S 
(S+F) or Revalor-S (R) 20 days rt�r arr1val. !m_plants were equally 
represented in each pen. 
The steers were weighed at approximately 28·day intervals after overnight 
removal of water but not feed. Final weights were taken after overnight 
removal ot feed and water. 
Results and Discussion 
No interactions between implant and intake treat•ents were round (P>. 10) . 
Only i�plant effects will be discussed. Because the steers were not i•planted 
until day 20 of the study, little implant effect would be expected by the end 
1Asaiatant Pro1easor. 
2Fonwer lniergr-.te •tudent. 
3Fon11tr Ag Research Technician. 
4synte• Ani•l Heal th, Des Moines, IA. 
5 Hoechst Roussel, SOl'lllerv H le, NJ. 
Iva.ec, MSO AGVET, R.tlway, NJ. 
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ot the first weigh period and none was tound (P>.10; Table 1). Add1t1onall y, 
no differences were found between S+F and R treataents (P>.10) at any t111e. 
However, coMbination implant treataents (S+F and R) both resulted in lOI 
greater weight gains (P<.01) between days 57 and 84 of the study (37 and 
64 days [PD&tillll)1ant1ng) than S 1•p1anted steers. SOl!lc of this advantage was 
1 ost •f'te.r day .113 (J3 days post imp 1 ant 1 ng) � as c:cal>f na-ti on 1 •pl ant catt 1 e 
ga1ne� al1110st � less per day than those 1•p1&J1\ed with S (P<.01). This was 
1n spite of tn___e rm:t t�:rt. S.F steers were alsa 1mp1ant.!d with s, suggesting 
that the response was not solely a function ot 1•plant exhaustion. although 
that could have been involved. The result was that overall gains were not 
different between implants. (P>.10)). MoWl!Ver t during that portion of the 
study when n f aplants eo�1d be ope«!d ta be ful ly functional (days 9 
through 93 postt•plf8fft1n51) . combinattun i mpll.nt treataents increased daily 
ga1n by an average of 3.71 {P(�OS) over S. 
It has been suggested that co1bination implant strategies result 1 n  lower 
carcass quality grades and, as a result.  cattle should not be slaughtered 
earlier than 100 Clays postimplantiog . The cattle on this study were 
slaughtered an averfli� or 115 days post1mplanting. No differences were found 
1 n  quality grade ar Qlb�r carcas5 cnaracter1 st1cs (P>.20; Table 2). 
Th� nsults or tnfs stulf)' 11"1tf1eate that the use ot estrad1o1 and 
tre:fl!bOiClll"ff' acetatl!-. wtl:eth:er fn s1n�lle i•plant or two separate 1 •plants, 
a l t cits a gl"eater d.a11y 11a-tn than estrad1o1 tor approx1aately 93 days. 
Ho•ever. the adva:ntuge c_an u;e rlJ)idly lost beyond that point in time. 
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Table l .  Weights and daily gains of yearling steers 11planted on day 20 
with Synovex-S (S), Synovex·S and F1naplix·S (S+F) or Revalor·S ,R�· 
I11plant 
Item s S+F R SE 
No. of steers 88 88 88 
Initial weight, 730 726 736 6 . 9  
lb 
Final weight, l b  1259 1270 1267 6 .7  
Weight gain, 
lb/day 
1 -28 days 4.34 4.41 4.38 . 15  
29-56 days 4.59 4.75 4.57 .11 
57-84 daysb 3.72 4.03 4.16 .11 
85-113 days 3.96 4 . 09 3.88 .10 
114-135 daysb 2.31 2.12 2.16 .13 
29 -113 daysc 4.10 4.29 4 .21 .06 
29-135 days 3.80 3.92 3 . 88 .05 
1·135 da�s 3.91 4 . 00  3 . 97 .05 
8Least squares •eans. 
l>contrast of s vs S+F and R (P<.01). 
ccontrast or S vs S+F and R (P<.05). 
Table 2. Carcass character1st1cs of yearling steers 1•planted with 
Synovex-s (S), Synovex·S and F1napl1x-S (S+F) or Revalor·S (R) 
Implant 
Item 5 S+f' R SE 
Hot carcass weight, 768 771 770 1.6 
lb 
Dressing percentage 60.4 60.4 60.4 .27 
Fat thickness, in. .51 .47 .51 .02 
Rib eye area, 1n.2 12.8 13.0 12 .7  .17 
Kidney, pelvic, heart 2 . 2  2.3 2 . 2  .04 
fat, % 
Yield grade 3.0 2.9 3.1 .09 
Quality grade 10.0 10.3 10.2 .15 
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